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Gross% inland% energy% consumption& (gross& inland& consumption)& is& the& total& energy&
demand& of& a& country& or& region.& It& represents& the& quantity& of& energy& necessary& to&
satisfy&inland&consumption&of&the&geographical&entity&under&consideration.&
&
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Photo−chemically% generated% oxidant& is& an& oxidant,& which& is& generated& by& light&






Solar% cell& is& a& cell& having& a& light& absorbing& material& to& absorb& photons,& a&
semiconducting& material& able& to& generate& a& charge& separation& into& electrons& and&
holes,& and& an& anode& and& cathode& where& these& electrons& and& holes& are& directed,&
respectively.&A&voltage&difference&is&generated&in&the&anode&and&cathode&to&yield&the&
electrical&current&when&the&circuit&is&closed.&
Turnover% number& (TON)& refers& to& the&number&of&moles&of& substrate& that&a&mole&of&
catalyst&can&convert&during&a&certain&unit&of&time.&This&term&usually&refers&to&the&point&




Turnover% conditions& refer& to& the& conditions& in& which& the& catalytic& water& oxidation&
reaction& takes& place& (pH,& temperature,& concentration& of& electron& scavenging& agent,&
concentration&of&catalyst,&etc…).&
&
Turnover% number& (TON)& refers& to& the&number&of&moles&of& substrate& that&a&mole&of&
catalyst&can&convert&during&a&certain&unit&of&time.&This&term&usually&refers&to&the&point&
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used& to& oxidize& water& to& form& molecular& oxygen& (O2),& hydrogen& ions& (H+)& and&
electrons&(e−).&
& &
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interruptions# to#energy#supplies,#and# increased#attention#to#anthropogenic# (human@
induced)#effects#on#environment,# in#particular,#greenhouse#effect#and#deforestation.#
The#excess# in# carbon#dioxide# (CO2)# is# caused#mostly#by# the# fossil# fuels#burning.#The#
atmospheric#emissions#of#methane# (CH4)#and#nitrous#oxide# (N2O)#are#mostly#due# to#
abusive# agricultural# practices.# Global# climate# is# already# changing:# average# surface#
temperatures# have# increased,# ocean# pH# has# decreased,# precipitation# patterns# have#
changed,#and#sea#level#has#risen#since#the#industrial#revolution.#1,2#
Worldwide# gross# consumption# of# energy# was# 12140.9# million# toe# (tonnes# of# oil#
equivalent)# in#2009.#After# three#years#of# falling#consumption# that#broadly#coincided#
with# the# global# financial# and# economic# crisis,# the# European# Union# gross# inland#





lignite,# one# third# was# crude# oil# and# oil# products,# and# one# fifth# was# gas;# combined#
these# three# fuels# accounted# for# four# fifths# (80.9# %)# of# global# energy# consumption#
(Figure#1.1).1#
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1.2).#As# for#primary#production,#Brazil,# Indonesia#and# India# recorded#above#average#
shares# for# renewables# and# waste# in# gross# inland# consumption,# as# did# Canada,#
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Much# of# this# demand# is# driven# by# population# growth.# The# world’s# population# was#
approaching#7000#million#in#habitants#at#the#beginning#of#2010#and#it#is#projected#to#
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radiation# is# available# at# any# location# on# the# surface# of# the# Earth.# The# maximum#
irradiance# (power#density)#of#sunlight#on#Earth# is#about#1000#watts#a#square#meter,#
irrespective# of# location.# It# is# common# to# describe# the# solar# source# in# terms# of#
insolation—the#energy#available#per#unit#of#area#and#per#unit#of# time# (such#as#kilo@#




The# ability# of# solar# to# meet# the# global# energy# demand# of# the# future# is# well#
documented.7@10# Solar# energy# utilization# requires# solar# capture# and# conversion# and#
storage.# Solar# capture# and# conversion# may# be# accomplished# by# photovoltaic# solar#
energy#conversion.##Today#photovoltaics#generally#cannot#compete#with#conventional#
power# plants# in# grid@connected# applications.# The# challenge# here# is# to# dramatically#
reduce# the# cost# per# W# of# delivered# solar# electricity.# Photovoltaic# electricity#
production# costs# are# about# $0.3@1.5# a# kilowatt@hour,# depending#on# solar# insolation,#
turnkey# costs,# depreciation# periods,# and# interest# rates.# Under# favorable# conditions#
and# at# favorable# sites,# the# lowest# cost# figure# may# come# down# to# $0.05@0.06# a#
kilowatt@hour.6#
In# the# absence# of# cost@effective# storage,# solar# electricity# can# never# be# a# primary#
energy#source# for#society.#Energy#storage#options# for#solar# radiation#arise# in#several#
forms,# namely:# potential# energy# (i.e.# pumped@hydroelectric,# compressed# air,# and#
charge# storage);# kinetic# energy# (flywheels);# thermal# energy# (concentrated# solar#
thermal# and# geothermal;# and# chemical# energy# (batteries# and# fuels).# Of# these#
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methods,# chemical# fuels# stand# in# the# forefront# owing# to# the# relatively# large#
gravimetric# and# volumetric# energy# densities# of# fuels# as# compared# to# the# other#
methods.4,11# Moreover,# current# prevalent# technologies# and# infrastructure# are#
congruent#with#rapid#adoption#of#solar@derived#chemical#fuels.#
Chemical# fuels# are# a# sustainable# solution# to# small@scale,# distributed#energy# storage.#
Fuels# achieve# high# energy# densities# through# the# storage# of# electrons# in# the# small#
volume# of# a# two@electron# bond# between# light# elements# (i.e.,# CD# H,# ND# H,# and# HD# H#
bonds).#In#comparing#the#energy#densities#of#hydrocarbon#(CD#H#based),#nitrogen#(ND#
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Oxygenic# photosynthesis# has# evolved# over# billions# of# years# as# a# means# for#
biological# organisms# to# convert# plentiful# solar# radiation,# water# and# carbon# dioxide#
into# useful# biochemical# fuels# in# the# form# of# carbohydrates,# with# dioxygen# as# a# by@
product.12#
#
The# overall# process# of# photosynthesis# consists# of# two# main# phases,# the# so@called#
“light”#and#“dark”#reactions.#In#the#first,#photosynthesis#uses#antennae#compartments#
for# light# harvesting# and# reaction@center# complexes# for# charge# separation.# Here#
electrochemical#reactions#commence#that#generate#two#vital#“energy@rich”#biological#
compounds;# adenosine# triphosphate# (ATP)# and# reduced# pyridine# nucleotide#
(NADPH).10#Oxygen#is#produced#as#a#byproduct#in#this#process#and#is#released#to#the#
atmosphere.# Photosystems# catch# light# energy# to# convert# it# into# electrically# stored#
energy# in# cell# membranes.# The# light# reaction# requires# the# participation# of# two#
photosystems,# photosystem# I# (PSI)# and# photosystem# II# (PSII).13# Each# photosystem#
operates#in#series,#to#photochemically#“charge”#the#membrane.#
#
In# the# dark# reactions,# the# products# of# the# light# phase,# ATP# and# NADPH,# are# used#
within# cells# to# produce# carbohydrate# (sugars)# from# carbon# dioxide,# via# a# series# of#
biochemical# intermediates.# The# enzyme# Rubisco# catalyzes# the# addition# of# carbon#




the# cytochrome# b/f( complex,# and# photosystem# I# (PSI),# generate# an# e−# flux# and# an#
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associated# electrochemical# gradient# across# the# thylakoid# membrane.# The# e−# come#
from#water,#and#this#oxidation#of#water#to#generate#O2#is#the#source#of#e−#utilized#by#





Figure( 1.3.# Organization% of% photosystem% II% and% lightBharvesting% complex% II% in% the%
thylakoid% membrane.% Cp43,% Cp47:% internal% antenna% chlorophyll–protein% complexes.%
D1,% D2:% main% components% of% reaction% centres% (RCs)% with% binding% sites% for% electron%
acceptor%quinones% (QB,%QA).%P680:% chlorophyll% special%pair.%Other%cofactors%associated%
with%D1/D2:%pheophytin%(Phe),%nonBhaem%iron%(Fe),%MnBcluster.%Accessory%chlorophylls%





via# excited@state# energy# transfer# mechanisms.# When# the# energy# arrives# at# PSII,# a#
charge#separation#oxidizes#a#chlorophyll#unit#P680,#involved#with#activity#at#the#OEC.##
The# OEC,# located# in# the# PSII,# consists# in# a#Mn4O5Ca# cluster.# Its# structure# has# been#
recently# reported# from# cyanobacterial# PSII# using# crystallographic# techniques# (Figure#
1.4).17##
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Figure( 1.4.# Local% structure% of% the% OEC% determined% from% highresolution.% XBray%
crystallography% of% PSII% from% cyanobacterium,% Thermosynechococcus% vulcanus.%










bridged# manganese# centers,# which# are# able# to# catalyze# water# oxidation# by#
distributing# the# oxidation# state# changes# among# the# four# metal# ions# to# avoid# an#
energy@demanding#accumulation#of#charge#at#a#single#metal.#Both#calcium#(providing#
ligation# sites# for# water# and# participating# in# proton# transfer)# and# chloride# (playing#
structural#roles)#are#known#to#be#necessary#cofactors#of#the#water#oxidation#cycle.10#
Oxidation# of# water# proceeds# in# the# OEC# through# four# sequential# one@electron#
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oxidative# steps,# each# step# driven# by# an# oxidation# of# P680,# the# so# called# Kok# cycle#
(Figure# 1.59.15,18# The# oxidized# form# chlorophyll# unit# P680,# P680+,# is# the# strongest#
known# biological# oxidizing# agent# with# a# redox# potential# of# 1.26# V# for# the# P680+/0#
couple.19# P680+# rapidly# oxidizes# a# tyrosine# residue# (YZ),# which# in# turn# oxidizes# the#
manganese# cluster# in# the# Kok# cycle.# PSII# is# advanced# from# the# lowest# state,# S0,#
progressively# to# the# S1,# S2,# and# S3# and# S4# states,# and# is# then# spontaneously# re@
reduced# to# the# S0# state# as# oxygen# is# evolved.# The# protein# environment# adjusts# the#
proton#chemical#potential#to#the#OEC#catalytic#sites#and#the#resting#state#of#the#PSII#is#
the#S1#state,#with#one#electron#extracted#from#the#OEC,#stabilized#by#proton#release.#






absorption% spectroscopy% (XAS).% Oxidation% states% of% the% OEC% are% designated% the% S%
states.20#
#
As# a# result# of# these# highly# energetic# reactions,# the#OEC# and# surrounding# structures#
are# damaged,# which# are# then# restored# and# reestablished# via# sophisticated# repair#
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The# information# on# how# photosynthetic# organisms# are# able# to# use# solar# energy# to#
extract#electrons#from#water#to#produce#hydrogen#or#reduced#carbon#compounds#can#
be# used# to# design#modular# photocatalytic# systems# capable# of# using# solar# energy# to#
produce#fuels#directly#from#sunlight#using#water#as#a#raw#material.#Many#scientists#are#
convinced# that,# by#using# state@of@the@art# knowledge# from#photosynthesis,# the# value#
of#current#technology#for#conversion#of#solar#energy#into#electricity#can#be#raised#by#
adding# a# storage# function,# as# in# natural# photosynthetic# assemblies,# leading# to# the#
development#of#novel#robust#photoelectrochemical#solar#fuel#producers#or#“artificial#
leaves”.
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twentieth# century23,24# by# the# eminent# Italian# chemist# Giacomo# Ciamician# (Figure#
1.6(a))# in# an# attempt# to# study# whether# “fossil# solar# energy”# was# the# only# type#

















use# the# term#“artificial#photosynthesis”#and#make#seminal#contributions# to# the# field#
was# Melvin# Calvin# (Figure# 1.6(b)),# who# received# a# Nobel# Prize# for# his# research# on#
photosynthetic#carbon#fixation.25#Joseph#J.#Katz#(Figure#1.6(c))#was#a#contemporary#of#
Calvin,# whose# work# on# the# physical# chemistry# of# chlorophylls# and# other# cofactors#
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The# “dream”# of# artificial# photosynthesis# is# to# technologically# reproduce# the#
components# of# natural# photosynthesis# on# large# scale# for# efficient# solar# energy#
conversion#leading#to#totally#renewable#hydrogen#generation#from#convenient#water#
sources,#such#as#seawater.#
Following# the# lead# of# nature,# it# is# the# water# splitting# reaction# (Eq.1.1),# and# not#




Note# that# water# splitting# is# subsumed# by# the# reaction# in# Eq.1.2.# On# an# electron#
equivalency#basis,#therefore,#the#production#of#the#carbohydrate#stores#only#0.01#eV#
more#energy#than#water#splitting.#Thus,#the#solar#energy#storage#in#photosynthesis#is#
achieved# by# water# splitting;# the# carbohydrate# is# nature’s# method# of# storing# the#
hydrogen#released#from#the#water#splitting#reaction.#
The# first# step# of# water# splitting# is# the#most# difficult;# an# energy# input# of# 1.23# eV# is#
needed#to#drive#splitting#of#water#(Eq.1.3):#
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molecules.#Despite# the#already# intrinsic# thermodynamic#demands#of#water# splitting,#
the#kinetic#obstacles#impose#significant#activation#energies#(overpotentials)#and#need#
the#development#of#efficient#catalysts.#Once#protons#and#electrons#are#liberated#from#
water,# the# generation# of# hydrogen# is# not# limiting# with# existing# electrode#materials#
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An#exciting#but# challenging# goal# of# inorganic# chemistry# is# to# develop# a# fast,#
stable# and# inexpensive#water# oxidation# catalyst# (WOC).28#A# feature#of# the#OEC# that#
was# borrowed# in# the# design# elements# of# the# early# catalysts# was# the# inclusion# of#
multiple# metal@centers# into# their# frameworks.# Since# the# first# reported# molecular#
water# oxidation# catalyst# by# Meyer# et# al.# in# 198229,# the# “blue# dimer”,# the# list# of#
catalysts#has#increased#exponentially#more#recently,#but#still#remains#a#certain#level#of#
ambiguity# as# to# the# essential# elements# required# for# a# molecular# water# oxidation#
catalyst.# As# a# result,# homogeneous# catalysts# has# been# preferred# by# researchers# as#








Although# ruthenium# is# not#within# the# active# site# of# the#OEC#of# PSII,# several#
explorations#of# ruthenium#complexes#as#effective#catalysts# for#water#oxidation#have#
been# conducted.# Significant# progress# has# been# reported# in# the# development# of#
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cis,cis# [(bpy)(H2O)RuORu(H2O)(bpy)2]4+#1.1,# the# so@called# “blue# dimer”# (Figure# 1.7).29#
Structurally# the# blue# dimer# is# characterized# by# two@fold# symmetry# and# a# cis,cis#
arrangement# at# each# Ru# center#with# respect# to# the# bpy# ligands,# allowing# the# aqua#
ligands#to#align#in#parallel#through#free@rotation#along#the#the#μ@oxo#bridge.30#Nearly#
linear#geometry#of#the#Ru#atoms#through#the#μ@oxo#bridge#is#observed#largely#due#to#
steric# constraints# imposed# by# the# bpy# ligands.# Three# possible# isomers# arise# from#
chirality#induced#at#the#pseudo@octahedral#Ru#centres#are#possible#with#chiral#Δ,#Δ#or#




Figure( 1.7.# Structure% of% the% ruthenium% blue% dimer% cation% 1.1,%
cis,cis[(bpy)2(H2O)Ru
IIIORuIII(OH2)(bpy)2]





To# clarify# the# water# oxidation# mechanisms# of# this# catalyst,# the# blue# dimer# and# its#
structurally# related# derivatives# have# been# studied# in# detail# over# the# past# three#
decades.30@38#Meyer#et# al.# emphasized# that#Proton@Coupled#Electron#Transfer# (PCET)#
could#be#the#key#to#catalytic#water#oxidation#by#the#blue#dimer39,40#which#allows#many#
oxidative# equivalents# to# accumulate# sequentially# at# one# site#without# the#buildup#of#
highly#charged#species.#42,43#
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quite#complicated#due#to#the# involved#series#of# intermediate#species# in#the#catalytic#
cycle.38#Usually,#water#oxidation#is#performed#in#an#excess#of#CeIV#as#oxidant#(pH#~#0–
1).37,38#Starting#from#the#RuIII–RuIII#form,#the#blue#dimer#is#known#to#be#oxidized#to#the#
RuV−RuV# species# to# oxidize# water# into# oxygen.# The# RuIV−RuIV# state# is# unstable# and#
oxidation#of#RuIII−RuIV# to#RuIV−RuIV#occurs# slowly#and#disproportionation#of#RuIV−RuIV#
results# in# the# doubly@oxidized# RuIV−RuV# that# is# then# capable# to# advance# along# the#
catalytic#cycle.41##
The#actual#catalytic#mechanism#associated#with#the#formation#of#molecular#dioxygen#




RuORu# core,# and# cross@electron# transfer# between# nonadjacent# oxidation# states# but#
also# different# intermediate# acid@base# equilibrium# reactions# and# some# anion#
exchanges#between# the#surrounding#solution#and# the#coordinated#water#molecules.#
Although#water# oxidation# by# the# blue# dimer# is# not# yet# understood# completely# and#
there#are#differing#interpretations#of#the#mechanism,#a#general#consensus#exists#that#
the# catalytically# active# species# is# the# RuVORuV# species# formed# by# the# four−electron#
oxidation# of# RuIIIORuIII,# which# undergoes# first@order# decay# with# the# concomitant#
release# of# O2.# In# the# latest# mechanistic# proposal# (Figure# 1.8);41# its# characteristic#
features# are# the# four# PCET# steps,# by# which# the# high# oxidation# states# of# Ru# are#
accessible.# At# the# highest# oxidation# state# ([O=RuV−O−RuV=O]4+)# an# oxido# species# is#
attacked# by# an# ancillary# water# molecule,# producing# a# hydroperoxido# species.# This#
peroxido# species# is# oxidized# intramolecularly# by# the# second# RuV=O# group,# thus#
releasing#O2.#Recently,#another#group#suggested#a#different#route#for#the#O2@releasing#
step,# involving# ligand# participation.46# In# this# alternative#mechanism# (Figure# 1.9)# the#
bipyridine#ligand#is#oxidized,#as#a#result#of#an#attack#of#a#molecule#of#water#at#the#α@
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neutralized#by#attack#of# a# second#water#molecule#at# the#β@position,# leading# to#O−O#
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Regarding# efficiency,# the# blue# dimer# has# achieved# turnover# numbers# (TON)# of# 11,#
with#turnover#frequencies#(TOF)#between#10−1#and#10−3#s−1.41#Methods#utilizing#redox#
mediators#have#been#successfully#employed#by#Meyer#et#al.#to#increase#TOF#by#factor#






Llobet#et#al.# reported#a#dinuclear#Ru#catalyst# in#2004,# {[RuII(tpy)(H2O)]2(μ@bpp)]3+#1.2#
(where# tpy# =# 2,2T:6T,2TT@terpyridine;# and# bpp# =# bis(2@pyridyl)@3,5@pyrazolate)# (Figrure#
1.10).50# This# new# catalyst# was# called# the# “bpp# dimer”.# Their# ligand@bridged# system#
placed# the# vacant# water# binding# sites# in# close# proximity# by# careful# design# of# their#
ligand#framework.#Unlike#the#blue#dimer#1.1#(Figure#1.7#and#1.10),#the#oxo#bridge#was#
replaced#by#a# rigid#pyrazolate# ligand,# and# the# two#metal# centers#were#much#closer,#




was# the# case# for# the# blue# dimer.# The# highest# oxidation# state# involved# in# the# O2#





reductive# cleavage#and#a#driving# force# for# trans@dioxo# formation#and;# (3)#decreased#
deactivation# by# anation# resulting# from# a# lower# overall# charge# on# the# complex.#
Moreover,# providing# a# smaller# pocket# for# incoming# substrates# (using# bulky# anions#
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such# as# triflate)# will# avoid# anation.#Meticulous# isotopic# labelling# studies#with# 18H2O#
provided#evidence#of#a#until#now#uncharacterized# intramolecular#O@O#bond# forming#






Thummel# et# al.# reported# a# family# of# dinuclear# Ru# complexes# capable# of# water#
oxidation# 1.3# (Figure# 1.10)# and# their# derivatives,# which# differ# structurally# from# the#
above# catalysts.39,54# Two# RuII# ions# were# coordinated# by# bistridentate# rigid# bridging#
ligands# and# four# axial# pyridine# ligands# or# its# 4@substituted# derivatives.# The# rates# of#
oxygen# production# and# the# TON# were# studied# in# the# presence# of# excess# CeIV# as# a#
sacrificial# oxidant# at# pH# =# 1.# The# results# indicated# that# the# systems# having# 4@




In# 2000,# Tanaka# et# al.# reported# the# dinuclear# complex( [Ru2II(OH)2(3,6@
tBu2qui)2(btpyan)](SbF2)2# 1.4# (Figure# 1.10)# with# a# bridging# ligand#
bis(terpyridyl)anthracene# (btpyan)# and# a# bidentate# quinone# ligand.55# Electrolysis( of#
the#complex#attached#to#an#ITO#(tin@doped( In2O3)#electrode#at#1.7#V#(vs.#Ag/AgCl)#led#
to#dioxygen#evolution(with#a#current#efficiency#of#95%#and#a#final#TON#of#6730#before#
the( current#completely# stopped#after#40#h.#Although# the# stability(of# this# complex# is#
very# impressive# the#overpotential# is# too# large(according# to# the#authors# for#practical#
application.# They# studied# the# acid@base# equilibrium# and# redox# properties# of# the#
catalyst# and# the# analogous# species# [Ru2II(OH)2(bpy)2(btpyan)](SbF2)2# and# compared#
their#catalytic#activities.56,57#
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Sun# et# al.# reported# two# dinuclear# complexes# 1.5# and# 1.6# (Figure# 1.10)# based# on#
ligands# that#have#negatively#charged#carboxylate#groups# in#an#attempt# to# lower# the#
redox#potential# required# for# catalytic#oxidation#of#water.58,59#Water#oxidation# in# the#
presence#of#CeIV#as#oxidant#leads#to#TONs#of#4700@10400#and#TOFs#of#0.281.2#s−1.#The#








divide# the# four# PCET# steps# required# for# the# water# oxidation# reaction# over# several#
metal#centers#in#close#proximity,#until#Zong#and#Thumel54#and#Meyer43#demonstrated#
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coordinated#pyridine#derivatives# functionalized# in# the#4z#position#with#–NMe2,#–CH3,#
and# –CF3# as# electron# donating,# neutral# and# withdrawing# groups# respectively.54#
However,# as# the# authors# noted# in# the# report,# under# the# highly# acidic# conditions#
required# when# using# CeIV# as# oxidant# for# water# oxidation,# the# tertiary# amine# is#
protonated#and#will#act#as#a#strong#electron@withdrawing#group.#Reported#TONs#(up#
to# 580)# were# highest# for# the# –CH3# derivative.# The# fastest# turnovers,# 7.8# x# 10−4# s−1,#
were# found# for# the# –NMe2# derivative.# This# was# the# first# demonstration# of# a#





studies# of# complex# 1.11# indicated# that# the# catalyst# was# not# decomposed# into#
ruthenium#dioxide,# from#a#comparison#of#the#kinetic#plots#of#1.11#and#RuO2.#The#O2#
evolution# rates# (catalyzed# by# complex# 1.8,# R=H)# as# a# function# of# the# catalyst#
concentration# indicated# that# the# reaction# is# first# order.# This# observation# was#
supported#using#also#the#sterically#hindered#complex#1.12.##
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mechanism,#after# the#catalyst#had# two#electrons# removed#by#CeIV#and#was#attacked#
by# H2O,# a# seven@coordinate# RuIV(H2O)# species# was# formed.# This# species# lost# two#
protons#and#two#electrons,# thereby#providing#a#resonance@stabilized#RuVI=O#species.#
Moreover,# the# RuVIOOH# species# was# formed# by# an# attack# of# water# on# the# RuVI=O#
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Interestingly,# the#complex# trans@[Ru(tpy)(pynp)(H2O)]2+#1.13a# (Figure#1.13)#was# later#
studied#by#Yagi#et#al.#This#catalyst#is#an#active#WOC#when#CeIV#is#used#as#an#oxidant.63#
Upon# irradiation# with# visible# light# a# cis@trans# isomerization# occurs# (Figure# 1.13),#
leading#to#the#isomer#cis@[Ru(tpy)(pynp)(H2O)]2+#1.13b.#The#trans#isomer#is#one#order#
of#magnitude#more#active#than#the#cis#isomer,#as#shown#by#their#TOFs#of#3.8#x#10−3#s−1#
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to# their# dimeric# catalyst# 1.2# also# found# that# geometrical# influences# had# profound#
effects#on#the#catalytic#abilities#of# the#related#complexes.67#Notably,#modification#of#
the# Hbpp# ligand# by# a# phenyl# ring# produced# the# most# pronounced# changes,# where#
dioxygen# evolution# was# accompanied# by# carbon# dioxide# in# a# 5:1# O2# /# CO2# ratio,#
demonstrating# that# the# phenyl# ring# is# the# site# of# ligand# deterioration.# A# proposed#
mechanism#involves#oxidation#of#the#phenyl#ring#to#add#carbonyl#functionalities#that#
lead#to#carbon#dioxide.#A#pyridyl#group#would#likely#be#protonated#under#the#catalytic#
conditions,#which# the# authors# stated#might# protect# it# from# rapid#oxidation.#As#with#






containing# tpy,# Mebimpy,# and# other# ligands# in# this# series.36,50,52,68@70# The# detailed#
water#oxidation#mechanism#of#one#of# these# complexes#was#elucidated#via# stopped@
flow# experiments# in# conjunction# with# spectrophotometric# monitoring# and# DFT#
calculations# of# intermediate# structures# (Figure# 1.15).71,72# The# results# of# their# study#
indicated# that# these# complexes# are# promising,# robust# single@site# water# oxidation#
catalysts.#
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to# [RuIV–O]2+# accompanied# by# the# loss# of# two# electrons# and# two# protons# to# avoid#
charge#buildup.#The# [RuIV=O]2+#was# then#oxidized#by#CeIV.#The#existence#of# the#RuIII–
O2H# intermediate# (Eq.1.5)# was# experimentally# demonstrated.# However,# this#
intermediate#was#unstable,#similar#to#RuIII–OH2+,#due#to#a#disproportionation#reaction.#
Kinetic# studies# showed# that# RuIII–O2H# undergoes# a# rapid# oxidation# accompanied# by#
the# loss# of# one# electron# and# proton# (RuIII–O2H# →( [RuIV(OO)]2+),# followed# by# a#
competition# between# the# first@order# decomposition# of# [RuIV(OO)]2+# and# its# further#
oxidation#to#[RuV(OO)]3+#with#rate#constants#of#7.4(x(10−4#s−1#and#10#s−1,#respectively.#
The# rate@limiting# reaction# for# the# catalytic# water# oxidation# depends# on# the# acid#
concentration#under#catalytic#conditions.#The#former#reaction#is#rate@limiting#in#0.1#M#






Sun# et# al.# reported# mononuclear# complexes# with# electron# donating# carboxylate#
ligands#that#catalyze#the#oxidation#of#water#at#a#much#lower#potential#(difference#of#
0.9# V)# than# corresponding# complexes# with# neutral# ligands.74# Complex# 1.18# (Figure#
1.16)#catalyzes#water#oxidation#with#a# remarkable#TOF#of#1.6#s−1#and#TONs#of#>120.#
The# TOF# depends# quadratically# on# the# concentration# of# the# catalyst,# indicating# a#
dinuclear# process.# Indeed,# a# crystal# structure# of# a# reaction# intermediate# showed# a#
dimeric# 7@coordinate# RuIV# compound,# bridged# by# a# [HOHOH]−( ligand.# The# structural#
change#from#6@coordinate#to#7@coordinate#complex#appears#to#be#rather#small#due#to#
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the# strain# of# the# tetradentate# 6,6’@dicarboxy@2,2’@bipyridine# ligand,# indicating# that#
only# a# low@energy# step# needed# for# efficient# water# oxidation.# They# have# also#
demonstrated#a#photoelectrochemical#device#using( 1.18(as# the#WOC#deposited# in#a#
Nafion# membrane# onto# a# TiO2# substrate# with# a# phosphonate# functionalized# dye#
molecule# as# the# photosensitizer75# and# an# electrocatalytic# device# when# inmobilized#
onto#carbon#nanotubes.76#
#
Figure( 1.16.(Left:% Chemical% formula% of%mononuclear% compound% 1.18.! Right:% Crystal%
structure% of% an% intermediate% in% the% catalytic% cycle% of% complex% 1.18% with% thermal%
ellipsoids%at%50%%probability.%Hydrogen%atoms%are%omitted%for%clarity.47#
#
Very# recently# Llobet# and# Sun# et# al.# reported# the# mononuclear# ruthenium# complex#
[Ru(bda)(isoq)2]# 1.19# (H2bda# =# 2,2T@bipyridine@6,6T@dicarboxylic# acid;# isoq# =#
isoquinoline)#(Figure#1.17).77#Water#oxidation#experiments#were#performed#using#CeIV#
as#the#oxidant#under#acidic#conditions#showing#a#high#catalytic#activity#(TOF#=#303#s−1)#
combined# with# a# high# chemical# stability# (TON# =# 8,360).# The#methods# used# include#
spectroscopic,# electrochemical# and# kinetic# studies,# in# combination# with# quantum@
chemical#modeling.#
#
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Many# organic# ligands# of# transition#metal# catalysts# show# degradation# under#
the#strongly#oxidative#conditions#needed#for#water#oxidation,#which#leads#to#relatively#
low#TONs#compared#with#heterogeneous.78# In#order# to#combine# the#high# rate#of#O2#
evolution#of#homogeneous#catalysts#with#the#robustness#of#heterogeneous#catalysts,#
catalysts# were# prepared# with# all@inorganic# ligands# called# polyoxometalates# (POMs).#
These# polyanion# ligands# are# excellent#σ@donors# stabilizing# the# high# oxidation# states#
required#for#water#oxidation.79#
The# ruthenium# polyoxometalate# complex# 1.20# (Figure# 1.18)# was# simultaneously#
reported#by#two#research#groups#to#show#activity#toward#oxidation#of#water.80,81#This#
compound# has# the# molecular# formula# [Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4(SiW10O36)2]10−,# but# water#
oxidation#was#obtained#using#different# chemical#oxidants# in# the# two# reports:#CeIV# 80#
and# [Ru(bpy)3]3+#81.# The#active# site#of# the#compound# is# the# [Ru4O4]#adamantane−like#
core#with# adjacently# coordinated# aqua# ligands,#which# undergo# stepwise# PCET# steps#
from# RuIV4# to# RuV4.82,83# The# oxidation# potentials# of# the# intermediates# lie# in# a# close#
range#(+0.48#V#@#+1.06#V#vs.#NHE),#which#makes#the#oxidation#an#efficient#process.84#
The#RuV4#core#is#thought#to#release#dioxygen#in#a#rate@limiting#step#by#intermolecular#
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attack#of# a#molecule#of#water#on#a#RuV−OH#group.# The# intramolecular# formation#of#
the# O−O# bond# by# cooperation# of# two# ruthenium# centers# is# not# likely,# due# to#
geometrical# constraints.# The# stability# of# compound#was# tested# by# adding# a# second#
charge# of# CeIV# after# the# initial# catalytic# run;# the# absence# of# drop# in# activity# in# this#




to# the# oxidative# instability# of# [Ru(bpy)3]3+.86# The# catalyst# remains# stable# for# several#






6+% core% (ballBandBstick% representation,% Ru% blue,% μBO% red,% O(H2)% orange;%
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A# di@μ@oxo# bridged# Mn# dimer# with# tpy# ligands#
[H2O(terpy)Mn(O)2Mn(terpy)OH2](NO3)3( 1.21( (Figure# 1.19)( was# demonstrated# by#
Crabtree# et# al.# as# being# the# first# functional#model#with# di@μ@oxo#Mn# units# that# can#
catalyze# homogeneous# O2# evolution,# similar# to# those# observed# in# the# OEC.88@90#
Complex# 1.21# catalyzes# water# oxidation# starting# at# a# TOF# of# 0.67# s−1,# and# with# a#
cumulative# TON# of# 4# after# 6# h,# during# which# time# the# catalyst# decomposes# into#
permanganate.# Typical# water# oxidation# conditions# involved# the# use# sacrificial# 2@
electron#O@atom#donors#such#as#OCl@#or#HSO5@#in#aqueous#solutions#of#pH#=#8.6#and#4.5#
respectively.# These# O@atoms# donors# are# able# to# exchange# with# water# putting# into#
question# the# origin# of# molecular# oxygen.91@94.# The# aqua# ligands# present# in# the#
structure#can#be#deprotonated#to#form#a#proposed#MnV#=#O#species#by#PCET.95#This#
oxo@manganese# species# is# likely# the# reactive# intermediate# in# the# catalytic# cycle# of#
most#other#WOCs#and#in#the#OEC.96##
Naruta#el#al.#reported#a#series#of#three#manganese#porphyrin#complexes#with#differing#







A# more# elaborate# dimeric# Mn# complex# was# reported# by# Kurz# et# al.# in# 2008# 1.23#
(Figure# 1.19),99# where# they# demonstrated# that# O@atoms# in# evolved# dioxygen# were#
originated# from# water# through# H2O18# labeling# studies.# Electron# paramagnetic#
resonance#(EPR)#studies#suggested#the#formation#of#a#MnIV@MnIV#dimer#as#a#catalytic#
intermediate.#
More# recently,# the#bioinspired#dinuclear#manganese# catalyst#1.24# (Figure#1.19)#was#
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reported# by# Akermark# et# al.# as# the# most# stable# molecular# catalyst# based# on#













the# case#of#Mn.#Crabtree#et# al.# investigated# the# reaction#of# compound#1.25# (Figure#
1.20)#with# oxone# in# the# pH# range# of# 3–6,# and# using# EPR# found# that# a# green#MnIII/II#
dimer#can#be#formed#and#can#generate#O2#with#a#by@product#MnO4−.101#Experiments#
investigating# the# O2# evolution# were# carried# out# with# different# ligands.# Using#
dipicolinate# (dpa)#as# the# ligand#1.25,# the#rate#of#O2#evolution#was#3.7#μmol#h−1,#and#
the#TON#was#less#than#1.#Considerable#improvement#was#made#by#replacing#dpa#with#
terpy;# the# rate#of#O2# evolution#dramatically# increased# to# 61#μmol# h−1,# and# the# TON#
improved#to#50.# In# fact,#mononuclear#compound#1.25#and#Mn–terpy#complexes#are#
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precursors# which# formed# dinuclear# Mn# complexes# under# catalytic# conditions,# and#
then#the#dinuclear#Mn#complexes#catalyzed#water#oxidation.#
Recently,#Akermark#et#al# reported#a# [MnIII−corrole]+# complex#1.26# (Figure#1.20)# that#
can# be# converted# into# a#MnV=O# complex# wich# undergoes# reductive# elimination# od#
oxygen# on# attack# by# hydroxide# ion.# # However,# TON# and# TOF# were# not# clearly#
reported.102@104#
Porphyrins#and#corroles#presented# in#Pacman#1.27# and#Hangman#1.28( (Figure#1.20)#
motifs# have# been# reported# as# WOCs.105,106# Two# porphyrins# juxtaposed# via# an# o@
phenylene# spacer# furnish# a# Pacman# complex# that# promotes# water# oxidation# from#
acetonitrile/water# mixture# at# a# catalytic# onset# potential# of# 1.4# V# vs# NHE.97#
Electrochemical#characterization#of#the#system#is#minimal,#making#it#difficult#to#judge#
the#OER# performance# of# these# catalysts,# although# a# Faradaic# efficiency# of# only# 5# −(




for#1.27# and#1.28,# respectively.# The#oxygen#evolution#was#also# investigated#with#an#
oxygenDsensing#electrode#showing#that#compound#1.28#has#higher#catalytic#efficiency#
for#water#oxidation#than#1.27#under#basic#conditions.#
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Motivate# in# large# part# by# the# structure# of# OEC# in# PSII,# tetramanganese#
clusters# have# been# interrogated# as# catalysts# for# water# oxidation.# As# a# Nafion#
composite,# a#Mn4O4#complex# bridged# by# bis@(4@methoxyphenyl)phosphinate# ligands,#
[Mn4O4((p@MeOPh)PO2)6]+#1.29# (Figure# 1.21)# is# proposed# to# drive# oxygen# evolution#
under# white# light# irradiation# and# an# applied# potential.108# The# photocurrent# scales#
linearly# with# pH# when# the# applied# potential# is# held# at# 1.2V# (vs.# NHE).# When# the#
electrode# is# illuminated# with# >275nm#white# light# at# pH# 11,# an# initial# photocurrent#
density#of#9#μAcm−2#is#reported.#This#current#decreases#0.7#μAcm−2#per#hour.##
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composed# by# bis@phenylpyridines# groups# with# solvent# water# occupying# the# two# cis#
coordination# sites,# [Ir(R1R2@phenylpyridine)2(H2O)2]# 1.30# (Figure# 1.22).110# These#
complexes# achieve# maximum# turnover# frequencies# of# 1.5# x# 10−3# s−1# and# turnover#
numbers#of#2500#using#CeiV#as#oxidant.#(
#
The# most# extensively# studied# Ir# complexes# that# exhibit# catalytic# water# oxidation#
capabilities# are# the# family# of# Cp*# iridium# complexes,# [(Cp*)IrL3]2+# (Cp*=#
pentamethylcyclopentadienyl,# L# =# any# monodentate# or# bidentate# ligand)# 1.31D1.42#
(Figure# 1.22)# reported# by# Brudvig# and# Crabtree# et# al.,# which# are# highly# active# and#
robust#water#oxidation#catalysts.111#This#study#employed#stronger#donating#ligand#sets#
to# improve#the#catalytic#activity.#The#18O@labeling#experiments#confirmed#that#water#
was# the# source# of# O# atoms# in# the# evolved# O2.# Complexes# 1.41# and# 1.42# exhibited#
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higher# activities# with# turnover# frequencies# of# 0.33# s−1# (pH# =# 0.89).# In# a# proposed#
mechanism# water# attacks# IrV=O# species# losing# a# proton# to# an# adjacent# water#
molecule.# Very# recently,# the# construction#of# two#metal# organic# frameworks# (MOFs)#
using# elongated# dicarboxylate# bridging# ligands# derived# from# Cp*Ir(L)Cl# complexes#
(L=dibenzoate@substituted# 2,2’@bipyridine# or# dibenzoate@substituted# 2@
phenylpytidine)#and#Zr6O4(OH)4(carboxylate)12#cuboctahedral#secondary#building#units#





A# recent#work# has# shown# that# the# stability# of# iridium@based#molecular# catalysts# for#
water#oxidation#should#not#be#taken#for#granted.114@116##In#the#study#of#Grotjahn#et#al.#




using# mononuclear# iridium# catalysts.116# Studies# using# an# electrochemical# Quartz#
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A# recent# work# reports# a# series# of# Fe# complexes# with# various# tetradentate# ligands#
where#the#coordination#sites#were#cis# to#each#other#as#active#catalysts#using#CeIV#or#
NaIO4# as# the# sacrificial# oxidants,#while# the# corresponding#Mn,# Co# and#Ni# analogues#
using# one# of# the# ligands# were# inactive.120# Two# other# complexes,# with# coordination#
sites# in# trans# and# a# pentadentate# ligand# using# Fe# were# not# active# catalysts.# In# the#







Following# their# work# with# Ruthenium# polypyridil# complexes68,121,122,#
Berlinguette# et# al.# designed# a# complex# with# Co# as# the# active# metal# capable# of#
catalytically# oxidize# water# in# basic# conditions,# [Co(Py5)(OH2)](ClO4)2# (Py5# =# 2,6@
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(bis(bis@2@pyridyl)methoxy@methane)@pyridine)# 1.45# (Figure# 1.24).123,124# Oxygen#
evolution#was#measured#with#a#fluorescence#optical#probe#immersed#in#the#solution#








and# the# investigation# of# the# electrochemical# water# oxidation.125# The# neutral#
complexes#were#immobilized#using#a#Nafion#membrane#deposited#on#conducting#FTO#
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(Figure#1.27)#was# reported#by#Hill#et#al.#as# the# first# carbon@free#homogeneous#WOC#
obtained# from# abundant# metals.127# It# contains# a# rhomb@like# tetranuclear# cluster# of#
CoO6#octahedra#sharing#edges#encapsulated#by#two#trivacant#Keggin@type#[PW9O34]9−##
units.# All# bridges# between# Co# atoms# are# oxo# groups,# and# two# terminal# water#
molecules# complete# the#coordination#positions.#Experiments#were#carried#out#using#
[Ru(bpy)3]3+# (1.26# V)# as# the# chemical# oxidant# at# pH=8,# or# in# a# photocatalytic# setup#
where#[Ru(bpy)3]3+#is#generated#in#situ.128#An#efficiency#of#~70#%#and#a#TOF#of#>#5#s−1#




was# first# reported# that# it# decomposes# during# electrocatalytic# water# oxidation# to#
generate#a#CoOx#film#that#rapidly#becomes#the#major#catalyst.129,130#This#is#a#common#
problem# for# all# homogeneous# catalysts# because# oxidative# decomposition# of# the#
organic#ligands#yields#metal#oxides.116,131@134#In#POMs#the#origin#of#the#CoOx#species#is#
not#decomposition#of# the# supporting# ligand#but# the# solution#equilibria# that# liberate#
traces#of#free#Co2+#ions#as#precursors#for#the#oxide.#Indeed,#the#use#of#chelating#agents#
able#to#trap#free#Co2+#ions#precludes#the#formation#of#any#oxide.#127,135,136#
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Two# research# groups# performed# simultaneous,# independent# and# complementary#
studies# of# a# tetra@cobalt# cubane# complex,# [Co4O4(OAc)4(py)4]# (OAc# =# acetate)# 1.48#
(Fig.1.27).137@139#Although#the#complex#had#been#previously#described#as#an#oxidation#
catalyst,140# it# had# not# been# investigated# as# a# water# oxidation# catalyst.# A# notable#
feature# of# 1.48# is# that# the# four# metals# are# in# the# Co(III)# oxidation# state,# and# a#
reversible# one# electron# oxidation# is# observed# in# both# MeCN# and# aqueous# media,#
corresponding#to#oxidation#to#a#[3CoIII−CoIV].#In#cyclic#voltammograms,#the#reversible#
oxidation#occurs#prior#to#catalysis,#suggesting#another#oxidation#event# is#required#to#
enable# catalysis.# Using# a# photocatalytic# [Ru(bpy)3]2+# /# S2O82−# system,# 1.48#
demonstrated#TON#with#values##over#40#after#60#minutes#of# illumination#and#TOF#of#
~0.02#s−1.138#The#chemical#yield#of#the#process#reach#a#50%#at#pH=7,#by#comparing#the#
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total#mount# of#O2# produced#with# the# theoretical,#maximum# yield# based# on# oxidant#




Figure(1.27.#Schematic%representation% %of% % [Co4O4(OAc)4(py)4].% %The%cubane%structure%%%
is%%highlighted%%in%light%blue.%L%stands%for%pyridine.139%
(
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Heterogeneous# catalysts# have# the# advantage# of# higher# stability# and# easier#
implementation# in# devices.# An# extensive# range# of# solidDstate# materials# is# under#
evaluation# for#water# oxidation# catalysis,# including# transition#metal# dioxides,# spinels#
and#perovskites.141@150#Metal#oxides#have#long#been#known#to#catalyze#water#oxidation#
but#often#the#most#active#were#oxides#of#rare#and#precious#metal#ions,#operating#best#
in# highly# basic# conditions.# The# past# decade# has# seen# major# advantages# in# the#
development#of#highly#active#meta#oxide#catalyst#based#on#earth−abundant#elements#




Ruthenium# oxide# was# reported# to# behave# as# a# WOC# by# Grätzel# el# al.# in#
1979.161#Colloidal#RuO2#nanoparticles#catalyzed#the#oxidation#of#water#in#the#presence#
of#CeIV#as#oxidant,#exceeding#by#two#orders#of#magnitude#the#oxidation#rate#achieved#
with# bulk# RuO2# powder.# Colloidal# RuO2# was# then# implemented# in# a# coupled# redox#
system# to# catalyze# water# oxidation# in# a# photo@induced# system# using# Ru(bpy)32+# as#
sensitizer# and# dimethylviologen# as# sacrificial# oxidant.162# A# system# that# performed#
water#oxidation#and#reduction#simultaneously#was#constructed#by#deposition#of#RuO2#
and#Pt(0)#domains#on#photo@active#TiO2#nanoparticles.163##
The# hydration# grade# of# RuO2# showed# an# important# effect# in# the# catalytic#
performance,# with# the# optimal# value# in# the# range# in# the# 12−14%# range.164@167# An#
easiest#method# for# RuO2#nanoparticles# photodeposition# on# titania# surface# has# been#
recently#reported.167#The#resulting#material#exhibits#TON#of#16#for#oxygen#production#
under#dark#conditions#with#CeIV#as#oxidant.#
An# oxygen@generating# gel# system# induced# by# light# has# been# developed# using# the#
electrostatic# interactions# of# ionic# functional# groups# and# steric# effects# of# a# polymer#
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network.# By#using# a# graft# polymer# chain#with#photosensitizer#units# as# sensitizers# to#




Figure( 1.28.# OxygenBgenerating% system% formed% by% entrapping% nanoBRuO2% particles%
and%a%covalently%grafted%ruthenium%sensitizer.169%
#






Since# more# than# 30# years# ago,170# iridium# oxide,# IrO2,# is# one# of# the# most#
efficient# catalysts# for# water# oxidation,# it# is# stable# and# is# works# at# low#
overpotentials.164,165#
A# citrate@stabilized# IrO2# colloid# was# self@assembled# onto# an# indium# tin# oxide# (ITO)#
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could# be# achieved# by# a# chemical# interaction# between# carboxylate# groups# on# the#
citrate# stabilizer# and# hydroxyl# groups# on# the# ITO# surface# to# form# ester# bonds.#
Electrocatalytic#water#oxidation#with# these#nano@structures#electrodes# (pH#=#5.2)# at#
1.24#V#vs.#NHE#yields#TOF#=#2.3@2.5#×#104#h−1#based#on#the#surface#concentration,#Γ0#
(1.8@6.8#×#10−10#mol#cm−2),#of#IrO2#on#the#electrode.#
Interestingly,# it#has#been# reported# the#use#of#electro@generated#nano@IrOx#on#glassy#
carbon# electrodes# of# diameter# of# 1.6@0.6# nm# as# electrocatalysts# for# water#
oxidation.172,173#Controlled#potential# electrolysis#using#2.0#nm@IrO2# films# catalyzes#O2#
production#at#η#=#0.15@0.25#V#independently#of#pH#with#a#current#efficiency#of#100#%.##
#
Regarding# light@induced# water# oxidation,# it# has# been# reported# the# use# of# citrate@
stabilized# IrO2#colloids# for# water# photo@oxidation# in# the# presence# of# Ru(bpy)32+#and#
persulfate# in# Na2SiF6@containing# buffers.174# At# pH# =# 5# the# turnover# numbers# reach#
values# of# 100.# The# use# of# polymeric# ruthenium# sensitizers# yields# TOF#of# 160# s−1#per#
surface# iridium#atom.175,176#These#systems#were# improved#by#employing#dicarboxylic#
acid#ligands#to#stabilize#2#nm@diameter#IrO2#particles.177##By#using#sensitizer#molecules#
that# contain# pendant# succinate# or# malonate# ligands# for# tethering# to# the# IrO2#




that#uses# visible# light# to# convert#water# to#hydrogen#and#oxygen#assisted#by# a# small#
applied#voltage.178#The#photoanode#integrates#TiO2#nanoparticles#(anatase)#with#IrO2#
hydrated# nanoparticles# (2# nm).# The# authors# designed# a#multi@functional# ruthenium#
polypyridyl# sensitizer# with# phosphonates# substituents# that# are# chemically# selective#
for# TiO2# and# with# malonate# groups,# selective# for# IrO2# Ö# nH2O# (Figure# 1.29).# The#
quantum# efficiency#was# limited# by# the# slow# electron# transfer# from# the# IrO2# Ö# nH2O#
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While# iridium# oxide# has# almost# all# the# requirements# for# a# suitable# WOC# to# be#




With# the# aim# to# explore# oxides# of# the# much# more# abundant# first@row#





in# alkaline# conditions# it# is# effectively# stabilized# by# the# comproportionation# of#Mn2+#
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Ohsaka# et# al.# investigated# electrocatalytic# water# oxidation# at# manganese# oxide#
nanorods#modified#Au,#Pt#and#GC#electrodes#in#a#wide#range#of#pH#values,#showing#a#
maximum# activity# in# basic# medium.186# Very# recently# it# has# been# reported# the#
electrodeposition#of#MnOx#films#with#different#phases#and#morphologies#from#protic#
ionic#liquids.187##In#alkaline#media#the#Mn2O3#and#birnessite@like#phases#were#the#most#
active.# Films# of# Sodium# Birnessite@Type# MnO2# were# electrodeposited# on# FTO#
electrodes.#Direct#photocatalytic#activity#(without#sacrificial#reagents)#was#reported#in#
alkaline# medium# showing# an# onset# for# water# oxidation# at# η# ≈# 450# mV# but# the#
quantum#efficiency#was#very#low#(<0.1%).188#
MacFarlane# et# al.# published# a# MnOx#electrocatalyst# that# produces# currents# of# the#
order# of# 1# mA# cm−2# at# 150# mV# overpotential# in# butyl# ammonium# bisulfate#
electrolytes.189#The#major#product#is#a#solvated#form#of#hydrogen#peroxide,#which#was#
subsequently#decomposed#to#oxygen#and#water.#
Chemical# water# oxidation# was# also# tested# with# manganese# oxides.# CaMnOx# and#
Mn(IV)# # oxide# colloid# showed# catalytic# activity# in# the# presence# of# sacrificial#
oxidants.190,191#
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Since# the# early# 80’s# cobalt# oxides# has# been# reported# as# water# oxidation#
catalysts.165,194@199# Photo@induced# oxygen# evolution# was# reported# at# nanostructured#
Co3O4#clusters#in#mesoporous#silica#in#aqueous#solution#under#mild#temperature#and#
pH# (5.8)# conditions# using# the# [Ru(bpy)3]2+/persulfate# system.148#O2# gas# evolved#with#
high#turnover#frequency#of#3450#s−1#per#Co3O4#nanocluster#at#an#overpotential#of#350#
mV.#
An# important# breakthrough# in# cobalt@based# water# oxidation# was# achieved# by# the#
discovery#of#highly−active#cobalt#phosphate#(CoPi)#thin#films#in#neutral#conditions#by#
Nocera#(Figure#1.30).156,158,200,201#Catalysis#by#CoOx#films#has#been#reviewed#recently.202#
These# thin−films# are# easy# to# prepare,# base# in# earth−abundant# materials,# and# can#
generate#O2#under#conditions#of#low#overpotential,#neutral#pH,#1#atm#of#pressure,#and#







been# integrated# into# a# solar# cell# device# when# combined# with# a# silicon−based#
semiconductor#yielding#excellent#results.208,209#Although#the#mechanism#of#O−O#bond#
formation# remains# to# be# determined,# based# on# the# studies# of# electrochemistry,# a#
reaction#pathway#that#uses#a#model#of#a#molecular#cobaltate#cluster#(Figure#1.31)201,#
in#which#a# turnover@limiting#chemical# step# involving# the#evolution#of#O2# is#produced#
by#a#PCET#equilibrium,#has#been#proposed.210#
#
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water# oxidation# catalysts.# Photodriven# water# oxidation# has# been# investigated# with#
NiOx211,#TiO2212@215,#Cu2O216#and#Fe2O3.217#
The# activity# Nickel# hydroxide# has# been# studied# mainly# electrochemically.218@222#
Remarkable# studies#were#performed#by#Nocera#et#al.# in#a# similar#way# than#CoOx#for#
nickel@borate# films.155# This# Ni@based# catalyst# that# evolves# O2# at# pH# =# 9.2# with# an#
activity# of# 1#mA# cm@2#at# an# overpotential# of#∼# 425#mV.# Similar# to# that# of# Co@based#
films,# the# structure# of# the# catalytically# active# material# is# a# layered# γ@NiOOH#
phase.154,157,223
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for# a# WOC# are# obvious:# efficiency,# stability# and# low@cost.# The# list# of# complexes#
claimed#to#be#capable#of#catalytic#water#oxidation#has#now#grown#to#>100#and#much#
of#the#work#reviewed#in#section#1.5#has#been#reported#in#the#last#5#years.#Still,#there#is#
no# clear# good# enough# candidate# to# be# taken# to# the# next# step:# implementation# of#
artificial# photosynthesis.# The#main# goal# of# this# thesis# is# to# explore# new#WOCs# from#
polyoxometalate,#cyanide#and#metal@metal#bonded#chemistry#in#the#search#for#novel#
and#alternative#candidates.##
• The$ importance$ of$ Ruthenium$ complexes$ as$ WOCs! has$ been$ discussed$ in$
section! 1.5.1." Chapter( 2! involves( the( study( of( a( new(metal@metal& bonded&
diruthenium* complex! based& in& inexpensive& ligands," [Ru2(μ@O2CCH3)4]." The"




metals' and' taking' into' account' the' previous' studies& of& WOCs& from&
polyoxometalate$ chemistry,$ specially$ compound$ Co4! (1.47)," prompted" the"
study& of& Co9" (1.48).! Chapter( 3! will$ describe$ the$ study$ of$ Co9! for$ water&
oxidation( catalysis.! Chemical) water) oxidation) is" used! for$ stability$
characterization,, electrochemical+ water+ oxidation+ allow+ determining! the$
performance* as* well* as* the* issues* associated* with* the* true* nature* of* the*
catalytically' active' species.! Finally,( photo−induced( water( oxidation(
experiments*confirm*the*versatility*of*this*new*WOC.#
#
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cobalt' Prussian' blue' type% coordination% polymer% that% possesses%many% of% the%
key$features$deemed$necessary$for$a$robust$and$active!WOC:%it%is%formed%from%
Earth@abundant'metal' ions' in' aqueous' solution;' it' works' at' neutral' pH' and'
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The# demonstration# of# the# existence# of# multiple# bonds# between# transition#
metal# atoms#began# in# the#period#of#1963>1966.1>5# From# the#earliest#observations# in#
1844# of# a# compound# which# contains# a# quadruple# bond,# Cr2(O2CCH3)4(H2O)2,# to# the#
recognition# that# # quadruple# bonds# exists# by# Albert# Cotton's# discovery# in# 1964# of##
Re2Cl82>#that#caused#the#birth#of#this#new#area#in#chemistry#(Figure#2.1).4>6#Multicenter*
chemistry#constitutes#an#important#step#in#the#progress#of#inorganic#chemistry.#Metal>
metal# bonded# species# are# known# for# a# large# family# of# transition# metal# complexes#
including#hetero>#as#well#as#homo>metallic#examples.#Their#structures#tolerate#a#large#
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The# design# of# metal−metal# bonded# materials# with# desired# structural# and# physical#
properties7# has# had# a# profound# impact# in# diverse# fields# ranging# from# crystal#
engineering,10# magnetism,11>14# spectroscopy,15,16# optical# properties,17# anticancer#
therapy18,19#and#catalysis.20>22#These#compounds#are#highly#stable#and#possess#multiple#
and#reversible#oxidation#states.#From#the#perspective#of#catalysis#it#is#remarkable#that#
stable# multielectron# chemistry# of# the# late# transition# metal# complexes# has# been#
exploited# for# numerous# catalytic# applications# including# C−H# activation,23# halogen#
photoelimination,24>26#and#organometallic#transformations.27#In#the#renewable#energy#
field,# metal−metal# bonded# materials# have# been# shown# to# be# good# catalysts# for#
hydrogen# production28>30# and# oxygen# reduction.30>33# Surprisingly,# the# application# of#
M−M#bonded#species#to#water#oxidation#catalysis#has#not#been#investigated.#
Given# the# importance# of# ruthenium# chemistry# in# this# field# (see# 1.5.1.1),# we#
rationalized# that# metal−metal# bonded# diruthenium# complexes# could# offer# some#
advantages#if#they#exhibit#catalytic#activity#for#water#oxidation:#
#
• These% species% are% easily% stabilized% by% available% inexpensive% ligands% such% as%
carboxylates, and, do, not, require, the$ design! and$ multi>step% preparation% of#
complex!organic(groups.(#
#
• Usually,(Ru2!complexes)adopt) the)Ru2L4!paddlewheel(configuration,( in(which(
four%bidentate%ligands%are%bridging%two%Ru–bonded&atoms.&The&Ru=Ru#double#
bond% in% the% paddlewheel% tetracarboxylate% compounds,! based& on& the& Ru24+!
core%with%the%electronic%configuration%σ2π2δ2δ*2π*2,"increases(in(strength(upon%
oxidation( since( anti–bonding' orbitals' are' being' depopulated." Thus," it" is"
expected'a'high'stability'for'intermediates.7#
#
• The$ Ru24+# tetracarboxylates, have, a, high, affinity, for, axial, coordination,#
exhibiting)open!and$/$or$labile$sites$for$water$ligation.#
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In# order# to# determine# the# catalytic# activity# of# Ru2( for# water# oxidation,# the#
electrochemistry#of#Ru2(has#been#studied#in#aqueous#solutions.#It#is#well−known#that#
the#electrochemical# properties#of#diruthenium# tetracarboxylate−bridged# species# are#
highly#solvent#dependent.34#The#presence#of#coordinating#anions#or#neutral#ligands#in#
the# axial# positions# exerts# a# strong# influence# on# the# redox# potentials.# In# organic#
solvents,#Ru2# typically# exhibits# a# single#Ru2+5/+4# reversible# couple# in# the# 0.2# to# 0.5#V#
range#vs#NHE#(all#potentials#in#this#thesis#are#referenced#to#NHE).35>37#A#perusal#of#the#
literature# revealed# that# the# aqueous# electrochemistry# of# Ru2# has# not# been# well#
investigated,# although# in# one# report# it# was# described# to# be# analogous# to# that#
observed#in#organic#solvents,38#a#different#behavior#was#found#(Figure#2.3).#At#pH#=#1#
(H2SO4# 0.1# M),# no# distinct# reversible# redox# processes# were# evident# in# the# cyclic#
voltammograms# of# Ru2# (0.5# mM)# but# a# feature# indicative# of# a# catalytic# water#
oxidation# wave# above# 1.40# V# was# present# (Figure# 2.3,# left).# When# the# sweep# was#
extended#to#cathodic#potentials,#a#broad#irreversible#peak#was#observed#below#–0.3#V#
which#corresponds# to# the# irreversible#O2#/#O2–# reduction.39#The# feature#appears#only#
after#successive#scans,#in#support#of#effective#catalytic#O2#evolution.#When#the#pH#was#
slowly# increased# by# addition# of# NaOH,# a# quasi–irreversible# redox# couple# appeared#
above#pH#=#2#with#peak#potentials#at#Eox#=#1.24#V#and#Ered#=#1.05#V#(Eox–Erd#=#200#mV)#
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The# current# associated# with# the# catalytic# water# oxidation# wave# also# increased,#
exhibiting# a# small# shoulder# at# ~# 1.4# V.# As# the# pH# was# increased# to# pH# =# 9,# no#
significant#changes#were#observed.#Identical#results#were#also#obtained#by#varying#the#
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The# aforementioned# experiments# were# repeated# in# a# 50# mM# sodium# phosphate#
(NaPi)#buffer#(pH#=#7)#with#1#M#NaNO3#as#electrolyte#at#different#pH#values#(Figure#2.3,#
right).#When#pH#is# lowered#with#H3PO4#below#pH#=#5,#the#cyclic#voltammograms#are#
analogous# to# those# observed# for# the# buffer–free# experiments.# Above# this# pH,#
however,# the# Ru2+5/+4# couple# becomes# reversible# with# iox/ired# ≈# 1# and# 75# mV# peak#
separation#values#that#are#independent#of#scan#rate.#In#addition,#the#shoulder#on#the#
water# oxidation# wave# disappears,# suggesting# faster# water# oxidation# kinetics# in# the#
presence#of#NaPi#buffer.#The#reversibility#of#the#Ru2+5/+4#couple#at#neutral#pH#values#in#
the# presence# of# NaPi# also# supports# the# participation# of# proton# transfer# associated#
with# electron# transfer,# given# that# phosphate# axial# binding# would# lead# to#
deprotonation#of#the#phosphate#group#instead#of#the#water#molecule.#No#significant#
changes#were#observed#for#the#voltammograms#recorded#at#pH#>#6.#
It# is# important# to# note# that# the# cyclic# voltammograms# revert# to# the# original#
irreversible# form#when# the# pH# is# lowered# to# less# than# 5# by# addition# of# phosphoric#
acid.# The# electrochemical# data# acquired# in# the# presence# of# excess# phosphoric# or#
sulfuric#acid#support#the#contention#that#phosphate#or#sulfate#groups#do#not#replace#





the# electrochemistry# in# the# 0.0# –# 1.0# V# region,# there# is# no# significant# effect# on# the#
catalytic# process.# This# behavior# of#Ru2# is# a# remarkable# feature# indicative# of# a# high#
robustness,# since#most#WOCs#operate#under#very# strict# conditions,#particularly#with#
respect# to# pH# and# buffer# nature.# A# complete# study# of# the# pH–dependence# in# the#
catalytic#activity#of#Ru2#will#be#discussed#later.#
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NaPi# buffer# containing# 1# M# NaNO3# as# electrolyte# at# pH# =# 7# shows# an# irreversible#
current# wave# signature# of# catalytic# water# oxidation# (Figure# 2.4).# Compared# with# a#
blank# experiment,# the# appearance# of# a# prominent# catalytic# oxidation# wave# in# the#
presence# of#Ru2# demonstrate# that#water# oxidation# is# enhanced# by# the# presence# of#










In# electrochemical# water# oxidation,# homogeneous# catalysts# require# count# only# the#
catalyst# present# in# the# reaction# layer.# In# contrast# with# chemical# or# photochemical#
water# oxidation,# where# the# catalyst# present# in# the# whole# solution# is# used# to#
determinate#turnover#numbers#(TON)#and#TOF,#in#electrochemistry#only#the#moles#of#
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!!! = ! (2.687!×!10!)!!!!/!!!/!!!/!!!!# (Eq.#2.2)#
#
Where# ip# is# the# peak# current# for# the# non–catalytic# process# (A),#np# is# the# number# of#
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contact# with# the# electrode# in# diffusion−controlled# experiments.# Accordingly,# the#
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(t# =#1)# can#be#conveniently#calculated# taking# into#account# layer# thickness,#electrode#
surface# area,# and# bulk# concentration.# This# would# give# an# upper# limit# for# the#
theoretical#maximum#number#of#molecules#of#catalyst#interacting#with#the#electrode#
at# a# given# time# in# a# diffusion−controlled# experiment.# Therefore,# with# these# data# a#
minimum# limit# to# the# TOF# can# be# estimated# directly# from# chronoamperometric#
measurements.#It#is#important#to#note#that#TOF#estimation#was#performed#under#the#
same# steady# diffusion# controlled# conditions# used# for# the# cyclic# voltammograms#
(without#stirring).#Steady>state#current#density#was#measured#for#10#minutes#of#water#
electrolysis# at# different# constant# applied# potentials# using# a# glassy# carbon# working#


















η#range#(Figure#2.7,# inset)#yields#an# intrinsic# turnover# frequency#of#600#h–1,#which# is#
the#theoretical#catalytic#rate#at#the#thermodynamic#water#oxidation#potential#(η#=#0).#
The#plot#deviates#from#linearity#above#η#=#1.0#V#reaching#a#maximum#TOF#over#7#s–1#
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(>25000# h–1).# The# slope# of# the# linear# fit# is#well# over# 300#mV# decade–1.# Such# a# high#
value# for# a# Tafel# slope# (see# Appendix# I)# suggests# that# the# apparent# rate>limiting#




estimation# of# the# minimum# theoretical# TOF,# as# not# all# catalyst# molecules# in# the#
diffusion# layer#will# be# active,# this# estimation#may# include#more#molecules# than# the#
real#active#ones,#but#never#the#opposite.#
#
Figure( 2.6.#Chronoamperometry*without* stirring* in* a* 0.5*mM*Ru2* solution,* 50*mM*
NaPi*buffer*(pH*=*7)*with*1M*NaNO3.*Applied*voltages*vs*NHE.*Same*conditions*than*
cyclic* voltammetry* experiments:* Glassy* Carbon* working* electrode* and* without*
stirring.*
#
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!! = !!!"!(!!"#!)1/2# (Eq.#2.4)#
#
Where* ic# is# the# limiting# catalytic# current# (A),# nc# is# the# number# of# electrons# in# the#
catalytic#redox#reaction#(n#=#4#for#water#oxidation),#F#is#Faraday’s#constant#(C#mol>1),#D#
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is# the#diffusion# coefficient# (cm2# s–1),#A# is# the#area#of# the#electrode# (cm3),# and#C# the#
bulk#catalyst#concentration#(mol#cm3).#
#
As# previously# described,# the# peak# current# for# the# Ru2+5/+4# varies# linearly# with# the#














process,# both# obtained# after# background# subtraction# (A).# np# is# the# number# of#







varies# linearly# with# the# catalyst# concentration# (Figure# 2.8),# consistent# with#
pseudo−first−order#kinetics#(Equation#2.4).#
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mM* NaPi* buffer* (pH* =* 7)* with* 1* M* NaNO3* * with* different* concentrations* of* * Ru2*
(between* 0.2* and* 1.1* mM).+ Glassy* Carbon* working* electrode,* Pt* wire* counter*
electrode* and* Ag/AgCl* (NaCl* 3M)* reference* electrode.*Right:* Plot* of* catalytic* peak*
current*at*Ep,a*=*1.9*V*(vs*NHE)*vs*the*concentration*of*Ru2.*
#
In# order# to# estimate# a# limiting# TOF,# cyclic# voltammograms# were# performed# at#
different#scan#rates#(between#2#and#10#mV#s>1)#for#0.85#mM#Ru2#in#50#mM#NaPi#buffer#
at# pH# =# 7# (Figure# 2.9).# A# concentration−independent# TOF# (kcat)# can# be# directly#
estimated#from#the#linear#relationship#of#the#ratio#between#the#catalytic#current#peak#
and#the#current#peak#of#the#non–catalytic#redox#couple#as#a#function#of#ν–1/2#(Equation#
2.5).# The# slope#was# substituted# for# ic/ip*− ν>1/2,# and# then# kcat# was# solved# for# (Figure#
2.10).#A#TOF#of#77#s–1#was#observed#in#the#linear#region#at#low#scan#rates.#This#should#
be# the# limiting# TOF# for# the#Ru2# catalyst,# a# value# that# cannot# be# extracted# from# the#
steady#state#bulk#electrolysis#data#because#of# the#experimental#conditions.#Most#Ru#
catalysts# achieve# rates# well# below# 1# s–1,# the# notable# exception# being# the# family# of#
complexes#containing#the#6,6'>dicarboxylate>2,2'>dipyridyl#ligand#(TOF#>#300#s–1).47,48#
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In#order# to#examine# the#catalytic#activity#and#stability#of#Ru2# towards#water#
oxidation,#bulk#electrolysis#experiments#were#performed#in#water#with#a#FTO−coated#
glass# working# electrode# by# applying# a# constant# potential# of# 1.5# V# to# a# well−stirred#
neutral# 50# mM# NaPi# buffer# solution# with# 1# M# NaNO3# containing# 1# mM# Ru2#
(Figure#2.11,# left)# in# a# two>chamber# cell# to# separate# reduction# and# oxidation#
electrodes.#Oxygen#evolution#during#bulk#electrolysis#was#monitored#in#the#oxidation#
compartment# with# the# use# of# a# fluorescence# probe# (See# 2.4# Experimental).#
Comparing#the#amount#of#O2#measured#with#the#theoretical#(Faraday’s#law)#assuming#
that# all# current# is# caused#by# the#4#e–#oxidation#of#water# to#produce#O2,# the#oxygen#
levels# match# the# expected# yield# calculated# from# Faraday's# law,# an# indication# of#
quantitative# efficiency# for# the# catalytic# process# (Figure# 2.11,# right).# This# result#
confirms#that#current#density#measurements#can#be#directly#used#to#quantify#catalytic#
performance.#
During# electrolysis,# a# slow# but# constant# decrease# in# current# suggests# catalyst#
decomposition.#After#10#hours#of#continuous#electrolysis,#the#rate#reaches#about#10%#
of#the#initial#value.#Mass#spectrometric#measurements#detect#traces#of#CO2#in#the#gas#
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Figure( 2.11.( Top:+ Current* density* profile* during* bulk* water* electrolysis* under* a*
constant*applied*potential*of*1.5*V*(vs*NHE)*in*a*50*mM*NaPi*buffer*(pH*=*7)*with*1M*
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WOC,#the#black#solid#formed# in*situ# is#not#participating# in#the#catalysis#as#supported#
by#several#key#facts:#
• The# catalytic# activity# decreases#with# time#while# at# the# same# time# the# solid#
particles#are#becoming#more#abundant.#
• The# "as# used"# electrode# exhibits# no# catalytic# activity# when# used# for# water#
electrolysis# in# a#Ru2−free# solution#with# intensities# very# close# to# the# original#
blank#(Figure#2.13).#
• The#electrode# is# not# coated#with# any# residue#as#determined#by# EDX# (Figure#
2.14).#
The# latter# fact# is# key,# since# the# significant# participation# of# heterogeneous# catalysts#
formed# during# water# oxidation# requires# their# deposition# on# the# electrode# surface.#
Electron#transfer#between#colloidal#nanoparticles#and#the#electron#surface#is#very#low#
efficient,49# specially# for# multielectron# processes.# All# these# experimental# evidences#
confirm#that#Ru2#is#the#only#specie#participating#in#the#catalytic#process.#However,#an#
additional# comparison# was# performed,# in# a# control# experiment,# bulk# water#
electrolysis#was#performed#under#the#same#experimental#conditions#but#with#RuCl3#(2#
mM)#instead#of#Ru2((Figure#2.15).#This#experiment#showed#negligible#catalytic#activity#
in# the# presence# of# RuCl3,# confirming# that# ruthenium# oxide# nanoparticles# are# not#
participating#in#the#catalysis#under#these#experimental#conditions.#
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Figure( 2.12.( Left:+On7line*mass* spectroscopy* signal* for* O2* and* CO2* of* 1.0*mM* Ru2*
catalyzed*bulk*electrolysis*at*1.5*V*(vs*NHE)*in*a*50*mM*NaPi*buffer*(pH*=*7)*with*1M*
NaNO3.*The*arrow*indicates*the*termination*of*electrolysis.*Right:*Percent*abundance*





Figure( 2.13.* Current* density* profile* during* bulk*water* electrolysis* under* a* constant*
applied*potential*of*1.5*V*with*1mM*Ru2+(red* line)* in*a*50*mM*NaPi*buffer* (pH*=*7)*
with* 1M* NaNO3.* Blank* experiment* before* (black* line)* and* after* (blue* line)* water*
electrolysis*with*the*same*working*electrode.*FTO*working*electrode,*Pt*mesh*counter*
electrode*and*Ag/AgCl*(NaCl*3*M)*reference*electrode.*
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activity# of# Ru2,# a# complete# study# of# bulk# water# electrolysis# at# different# pH# was#
performed# in# order# to# determinate# how# pH# affects# the# catalytic# rates.# Water#
electrolysis#experiments#were#performed#at#a#constant#applied#potential#(1.5#V)#with#
constant# stirring# using# a# glassy# carbon#working# electrode# at# different# pH# values# for#
the#NaPi#buffer#obtained#by#addition#of#aqueous# solutions#of#H3PO4#or#NaOH# in# the#
presence#of#0.5#mM#Ru2( (Figure#2.16,#top).#After#10#minutes–bulk#water#electrolysis#
(when#current#values#are#stable)#the#average#of#the#current#density#(i*/#A#cm>2)#values#
is# used# to# plot# logi# against# the# corresponding# pH.# Current# densities# indicated# very#
little#pH#dependence#and#maintained#the#same#magnitude#in#the#1#<#pH#<#10#range.#
Analogous#results#were#obtained#by#lowering#or#increasing#the#pH#value#in#the#1#<#pH#
<#10# range.#Moreover,# in#order# to#discard# the#possibility#of# small#Ru2# concentration#
variations# (by# addition# of# H3PO4# or# NaOH),# these# experiments# were# repeated# with#





These# data# also# indicate# that#Ru2# achieves# limiting# catalytic# rates# at# low# pH# values#
since,#although#overpotential#increases#with#pH,#this#effect#does#not#significantly#alter#
the# reaction# kinetics.# This# fact# has# been# demonstrated# by# repeating# identical#
experiments#at#constant#overpotential#(η#=#Eappl−E0)#(Figure#2.17).#In#order#to#calculate#
the# needed# applied# potential# at# each# pH,# equation# 2.6# was# used.
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dependence,# confirming# that# the# catalytic# rates# for# water# oxidation# are# practically#
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pH−independent# when# Ru2( is# used# as# catalyst.# In# addition,# TOF# values# can# be#
estimated# at# different# pH# from# pH# =# 6# to# pH# =# 10,# where# the# Ru2+5/+4# couple# is#
reversible,#using#cyclic#voltammetry.#As#described#above#(Method#1),#the#number#of#
molecules# of# catalyst# interacting# with# the# electrode# in# a# diffusion−controlled#
conditions# were# calculated# and# used# to# estimate# TOF# following# equation# 2.3.# The#
values# of# TOF,# of# the# same# order# of#magnitude,# are# practically# independent# of# pH#
(Table#2.1),#confirming#the#pH−independence#of#the#catalytic#activity#of#Ru2.#
One# final# important#point# is# that#all#of# the#experiments#described# in# this#work#yield#
identical#results#when#the#mixed>valence#Ru2+5#derivative#Ru2(μ>O2CCH3)4Cl#is#used#as#
the#catalyst,#a#result#that# is# in#accord#with#the#fact#that#the# initial#oxidation#state#of#
the#complex#does#not#affect#its#catalytic#activity#or#electrochemical#behavior.#
#
Figure( 2.17.# Plot* of* the* pH* dependence* of* the* current* density* for* bulk* water*
electrolysis* under* a* constant* applied* overpotential* of* 338* mV* to* independently*
prepared*0.5*mM*Ru2+solution*at* each*pH* in*a*50*mM*NaPi*buffer*with*1M*NaNO3.*
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Table( 2.1.+ TOF* values* for* Ru2* (0.5* mM)* catalyzed* water* oxidation* at* different* pH*
values*in*a*50*mM*NaPi*buffer*with*1M*NaNO3*(pH*adjusted*adding*H3PO4*or*NaOH).*
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electrolysis# over# a# wide# pH# range# (1# ># 10)# at# high# catalytic# rates# with# quantitative#
efficiencies# in# dilute# solutions.# Although# it# is# detected# a# low# oxidative# deactivation#
due# to# the# instability# of# the# acetate# ligands# observed# at# high# potentials,# this#
disadvantage# can# be# overcome# by# increasing# metal−metal# bond# stability# by#
employing# different# bridging# ligands# as# well# as# other# transition#metals# to# tune# the#
performance.#The#possibility#of#ruthenium#oxide#being#participating#in#the#catalysis#is#







in# this# field,# developing# an# attractive# new# family# of# fast# water# oxidation#
electrocatalysts.#
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All# reagents# are# commercially# available# (># 99.9# %,# Sigma>Aldrich)# and# used#








Step#2.#Preparation#of#Ru2(μ>O2CCH3)4:#Refluxing# the# solution#of#RuCl2# in# the#




• Ru2(μ>O2CCH3)4Cl# was# synthetized# by#mixing# RuCl3# (1.14# g,# 4.34#mmol)# and#
LiCl# (1.0# g,# 0.024# mol)# in# 35# mL# of# CH3COOH# +# 7.0# mL# of# C(CH3CO)2.# The#
reaction#mixture#was#refluxed#under#slow#O2#stream#overnight.#The#resulting#
orange# powder# of# compound# Ru2(μ>O2CCH3)4Cl# was# collected# by# filtration,#
washed#with#cold#methanol#and#ether,#and#dried#under#vacuum#(yield#50#%).#
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# All# experiments# were# performed# with# a# Biologic# SP>150# potentiostat.# Cyclic#





Cyclic( voltammograms# were# collected# in# the# >0.4# ># 2# V# range# (vs# NHE)# at# different#
scan# rates# between# 1# and# 100#mV/s# and# different#Ru2# concentrations# between# 0.2#
and#1.1#mM.#
# Bulk(water(electrolysis#were#carried#out#with#stirring#in#a#two>chamber#cell,#with#a#




mm# slides# with# 12>14# Ω/sq.# surface# resistivity)# and# a# BASi# Ag/AgCl# (NaCl# 3# M)#
reference#electrode.#FTO#slides#were#cleaned#prior#use#by#sonication#for#10#minutes#in#
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Oxygen( evolution# was# determined# with# an# Ocean# Optics# NeoFOX# oxygen# sensing#
system#equipped#with#a# FOXY#probe#during# controlled#potential# electrolysis# at# 1.5V#
(vs# NHE)# using# a# FTO>coated# glass# working# electrode.# A# two# compartment# H>cell#
separated# by# a# frit# (Figure# 2.18)# was# used# for# these# experiments.# The# working#
compartment# contained# the# FTO>coated# glass# working# electrode,# the# Ag/AgCl#
reference# electrode# and# the# FOXY# probe# and# was# filled# with# 20# mL# of# a# Ru2(μ>
O2CCH3)4#1#mM#solution#in#50#mM#NaPi#buffer#with#1#M#NaNO3#as#the#electrolyte.#The#
second# compartment# of# the# electrochemical# cell# contained# the# platinum# mesh#
auxiliary# electrode# and#was# filled#with# 20#mL# of# buffer.# The# solutions#were# capped#
with#a#septum#and#stirred#vigorously.#The#system#is#degassed#by#an#N2#flow#through#
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Polyoxometalates# (POMs)# are# early−transition# metal# (especially# vanadium#
molybdenum# and# tungsten)# oxygen# anion# clusters.
1?4

















Polyaoxometallates# are# constructed# of# linked# polyhedra#MOx# (usually# octahedra# or#





)# of# the# early# transition# metals# are# hydrolytically#
stable.# M# and# X# are# called# addenda% atom% and# heteroatom% respectively,# M# =#
molybdenum,#tungsten,#vanadium,#niobioum#or#tantalum#or#mixture#of#them;#X#=#p#or#
d# block# elements# found# in# one# or# more# polyhedral# positions# in# the# polyanion# unit#
(Figure#3.1).#Heteropolyoxoanions#tend#to#be#stable#over#a#wider#pH#range#than#the#






arranged# around# a# central# tetrahedron# (XO4).# Each# MO6# octahedra# is# sharing# two#
edges# with# other#MO6# and# the# four#M3O13# groups# are# attached# to# one# another# by#
corner# sharing# bridges.# The# total# assembly# contains# 40# close−packed# oxygen# and# a#
tetrahedral# pocket# in# its# center# for# the# heteroatom.! There# are# five# isomers,#
designated#by#the#prefixes#α?,#β?,#γ?,#δ?#and#ε?#depending#on#the#different#rotational#
orientations# of# the#M3O13# units.# The# original# Keggin# structure,# the# α# isomer,# is# the#
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structures# where# one# or#more# addenda% atoms# have# been# removed# along# with# the#
corresponding# terminal# oxygen# atoms.# These# lacunary# POMs# have# high# negative#
charge#densities,#and#are#good#inorganic#multidentate#ligands#to#stabilize#multi−metal#
oxide# clusters.# Thus,# the# robust# and# redox# inert# structure# of# the# lacunary# Keggin#







• They! are$ C?free$ complexes,$ being$ perfectly) stable! towards( oxidative(
degradation*in*aqueous!media.#
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• Their% oxo−bridged' structure' allows' for' reversible' proton' exchange' with' the'
solvent,) a) feature!usually& combined&with& the& subsequent& oxidation& steps& in&
the$reaction$mechanism$of$WOCs.$#




Since# Shannon# and# coworkers# discover# in# 2004# the# electrochemical# production# of#





# there# has# been# several# reports# of# other# POMs# as#
WOCs.
40?42
# One# of# the# major# breakthroughs# was# achieved# in# 2008,# when#
[Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4(SiW10O36)2]
10?
# (1.20,# Figure# 1.18)# was# simultaneously# reported# by#









since# it# was# defined# as# the# first# carbon−free# homogeneous# WOC# obtained# from#
abundant#metals.
45
# # The# activity# of#Co4# as# a# homogeneous#WOC# has# been# put# into#










Surprisingly,# seven# other# cobalt−containing# POMs# were# tested# by# Hill’s# group,# but#
none# of# them# showed# any# significant# activity,# although# their# reactivity# should# not#
differ#much#from#that#of#Co4#based#on#their#structural#features.#Among#all#the#POMs#
tested,#the#main#difference#seems#to#be#the#pH#range#in#which#these#polyanions#are#
stable# in# solution.# Co4# is# prepared# at# the# highest# pH# among# them.# More# recently,#
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In# this# chapter# it# is# presented# the# catalytic# activity# towards# water# oxidation# of# a#
cobalt?containing# POM# with# higher# nuclearity:# the# nonanuclear#
[Co9(H2O)6(OH)3(HPO4)2(PW9O34)3]
16−
# cluster# (Co9,# Figure# 3.2).# This# POM# is# prepared#
and#stable#at#a#higher#pH#than#Co4.#It#forms#in#a#solution#of#sodium#tungstate,#sodium#
phosphate,# and# cobalt(II)# acetate#at#pH#>#7.# Its#molecular# structure
50
# # contains#nine#
exchange−coupled# Co(II)# ions# in# octahedral# sites:# three# triangular# entities# Co3O12#
belonging# to# the# three#Keggin# fragments# are# connected#by# two#oxygen#bridges# and#
two#HPO4
2−
#anions# in#order#to# form#a#triangle#of# triangles# (Figure#3.2).# In# the#Co3O12#
triangles# the# three# Co
II
O6# octahedra# are# sharing# edges.# Six# of# the# Co# ions# complete#
their# coordination# sphere#with# terminal#water#molecules.# The# structural# differences#
with# Co4# are# (i)# a# triangle# of# triangles# versus# rhombohedral# core# structure,# (ii)# the#
presence# of# hydroxyl# bridges# versus# only# oxo# bridges,# (iii)# available# hydrogen#





gray% octahedra;% PO4% =% black% octahedra;% Co% =% pink;% P% =% black;% O% =% red.
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3.2.1( Chemical( Water( Oxidation( Using( Sodium( Hypochlorite( as(
Oxidant(
The#homogeneous# catalytic# activity# of#Co9( for# chemical#water# oxidation(has#




Catalytic# water# oxidation# at# neutral# pH# is# an# important# technological#
objective.# Nevertheless,# few# homogeneous#WOCs#work# in# these# conditions.#Maybe#
because# of# this,#most# chemical# oxidants# commonly# used# for# the# characterization# of#
new#WOCs# are# only# active# at# very# low# pH.# For# example,# Ce
iV
,# a# preferred# oxidant,#
precipitates# out# of# solution# at# pH# ># 3.# At# neutrality,# [Ru(bpy)3]
3+
















the# absence#of# any# catalyst# (Figure# 3.3).# At# this# pH# range,# the# [Ru(bpy)3]
3+
# specie# is#
quite# insoluble# and# also# unstable,# since# it# is# already# able# to# oxidize# water.##
Furthermore,#addition#of#Co4,#decreases#the#oxygen#evolution#rate.#These#results#has#
also# been# observed# by# other# research# groups,# and# communicated# in# private#
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neutral# pH,# but# no# oxygen# evolution# was# detected# with# any# of# them.# It# has# been#
reported#that#Co4#does#not#react#with#periodate#either,#suggesting#that#it#is#not#a#good#
primary# oxidant# for# POM# oxidation# catalysts.
52
# We# finally# found# POM−catalyzed#
oxygen#evolution#with#sodium#hypochlorite.#NaClO# is#kinetically# inert# towards#water#
oxidation,#highly#soluble#in#water#and#stable#in#a#large#pH#range.#It#has#been#used##for#
the#characterisation#of#homogeneous#WOCs#at#neutral#pH#in#the#past,#although#as#an#
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oxidant.# When# sodium# hypochlorite# is# added# to# a# 0.9# M# sodium# phosphate# (NaPi)#
buffer# solution#at#pH#=#8,# negligible# increment#of#pressure#was#observed.#However,#




Figure( 3.4.#Manometric% measurement% during% chemical% water% oxidation% using% 100%
equivalents%of% hypochlorite%as%oxidant% in% 0.9%M%NaPi% buffer% at% pH%=%8%and%at% 25% °C,%
with%1.0%mM%Co9%(red),%and%without%Co9%(black).#
#
We# optimized# this# catalytic# process# based# on# the# oxidant# /# catalyst# ratio.# The# O2#
evolution# was# quantitatively# monitored# with# differential# manometry# at# various#
oxidant# /# catalyst# ratios# in#0.9#M#NaPi#buffer#at#pH#=#8# (Table#3.1#and#Figure#3.5).#A#
maximum#turnover#number# (TON)#of#20# is# reached# for#a#100# :#1#oxidant# /#Co9# ratio#
after# 1# hour,# with# an# initial# turnover# frequency# (TOF)# over# 40# h
−1
.# NaClO# is# a# two?
electron#oxidant,#so,#this#TON#reflects#a#40%#efficiency.#This#efficiency,#far#from#being#
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and# the# oxygen# yield# was# confirmed# with# gas# chromatography# (GC).# The# GC# and#
manometry#data#show#excellent#agreement#(Table#3.1).#




water# oxidation# was# studied# at# different# pH.#When# the# 100:1# catalytic# oxidation# is#
performed#at#pH#=#7#or#pH#=#9# in#0.9#M#NaPi#buffer,# comparable#TON#are#obtained#






).# As# described# in# equation# 3.1,# the# thermodynamic# potential# for# water#
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# 3.5# 75#(72)# 70#
10
−1
# 3.3×103# 3.3×102# 1.4# 121# 246#
10
−2
# 3.3×104# 3.3×102# 5.5# 410# 351#
(
(Table( 3.1.# Manometry% data% for% catalytic% oxygen% evolution% in% 0.9% M% NaPi% buffer%
solution% at% pH% =% 8% with% NaClO% as% oxidant,% after% the% addition% of% Co9.% Reaction% time%
refers% to% the% time% when% oxygen% evolution% stops.% TON% =% mol% O2% /% mol% Co9%!% total%










WOCs,# we# also# found# an# influence# in# the# oxygen# evolution# as# a# function# of#
temperature.#The#100:1#catalytic#oxidation#in#0.9#M#NaPi#buffer#at#pH#=#8#(Figure#3.7,#
right)#is#faster#by#increasing#the#temperature.#The#total#yield#doubles#from#15#to#25#°C,#
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and#an#optimum#performance#with#a#50%#efficiency#was# found#at#35# °C.# Therefore,#






Figure( 3.7.#Oxygen%evolution%profile% for%a%1.0%mM%Co9% solution%after% the%addition%of%
100%equivalents%of%NaClO%as%the%oxidant%in%a%0.9%M%NaPi%buffer,%left:%as%a%function%of%
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situ# formation# of# cobalt# phosphate# or# cobalt# hydroxide,# known# to# be# solid# state#
WOCs.# For# this# reason,# it# is# important# to# confirm# that# Co9# is# not# decomposing# or#
forming# cobalt# phosphate# /# hydroxide.# For# this# purpose,# we# analyzed# the# reaction#
solution# after# the# catalysis.# UV?Vis# spectroscopy# shows# the# signature# absorption#
bands# of# Co9,# without# appearance# of# any# additional# band# from# any# other# species.#
Dynamic#light#scattering#(DLS)#analysis#also#ruled#out#the#presence#of#heterogeneous#
naonoparticles#because#identical#data#were#found#before#and#after#oxygen#evolution#
(See# 3.4.1# Synthesis# and# Characterization).# Indeed,# after# the# water# oxidation# is#





chloride# and# tungstate,# and# this# powder# had# no# catalytic# activity# (Figure# 3.8).# This#
suggests# that# some# Co
2+
# cations# could# be# liberated# in# turnover# conditions# and#
participate# in# the# catalytic# cycle.# The# addition# of# a# chelating# agent,# such# as# 2,2T# ?
bipyridyl# (bpy),# can# prevent# their# participation.# The# free# cations# would# be# rapidly#
trapped#by# the#chelating# ligands# to# form#[Co(bpy)3)]
2+
,#which# in#oxidation#conditions#
yields# the# highly# inert# [Co(bpy)3)]
3+








not# improve# the# catalytic# performance.# All# this# evidences# confirm# that# the# in% situ#
formation#of#cobalt#phosphate#or#cobalt#hydroxide#does#not#occur#in#the#case#of(Co9(,#
at#least#in#these#reaction#conditions.##
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successive# additions# of# oxidant# re?start# the# O2# evolution#maintaining# identical# TON#




to# affect# the# results.# Furthermore,# decomposition# to# other# species# would# result# in#
important# changes# in# the# catalytic# activity.
46
# The# addition# of# 1000# equivalents# of#
oxidant# to# a#Co9# (0.1#mM)( in# 0.9#M#NaPi# buffer# at#pH#=#8# solution#every# two#hours#
yielded#a#final#cumulative#TON#of#180,#and#a#constant# initial#TOF#of#69#±(2#h–1#(after#
three#cycles).#The#addition#of#3.3×103#equivalents#of#oxidant#every(≈2#hours#yielded#a#
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oxidant#after#much# longer#periods#of# time# (Figure#3.9).#The# results# indicate# that# the#
Co9#solution#remains#completely#active#for#over#a#week,#without#any#signal#of#fatigue#
or#decomposition.#To#date,#no#other#reported#WOC#can#remain#active#for#such#a#long#






























































































bipyridyl).%TON%=%mol%O2%/%mol%Co9%!% total% turnover%number%at% the%next%addition%or%
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The# catalytic# performance# of#Co9# was# compared,# in# the# same# experimental#
conditions,#with# the# first# cobalt−based#POM#that# showed#catalytic#activity# for#water#
oxidation#Co4((Table#3.3).45#Our# results#put# into#perspective# the# remarkable#catalytic#
performance#of#Co9.#When#Co4#is#added#to#a#sodium#hypochlorite#solution#in#a#100:1#




these# experiments# were# carried# out# with# the# same# POM# concentration,# it# can# be#
argued#that#the#different#cobalt#content#might#account#for#the#observed#differences.#
Calculating#the#catalytic#activity#numbers#per#cobalt#atom,#the#superior#performance#
of#Co9# is# corroborated,#with#a#2.2#vs#0.5#and#7.4#vs#1.3#TON# for#a#100:1#and#1000:1#
ratio# respectively,# although# the# turns# per# WOC# get# closer.# From# a# technological#
perspective,# it# is# also# interesting# to# compare# the#activity#per# gram#of# catalyst,# since#
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the# POM# salts,# an# estimation# of# 250# and# 29# mg# of# O2# per# gram# of# POM# can# be#
obtained#with#a#1000:1#oxidant/POM#ratio# for#Co9#and#Co4,# respectively.#These#data#
demonstrates# that# both# catalysts# show# comparable# kinetics.# But,# the# total# O2#yield#
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drawbacks.# The# first# concern# regarding# the# use# of# ClO
−#
as# oxidant# for# the#
characterization# of# WOCs# is# the# possible# generation# of# other# gases# as# byproducts.#





and# to# slowly# evolve# Cl2# gas.# We# carried# out# mass# spectroscopy# experiments# to#
confirm#that#the#gas#evolved#in#all#previous#experiments#is#essentially#O2.#We#found#a#
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the#expected#statistical#distribution# (Table#3.4).#This#suggests# that#water# is# the#main#
source#of#O#atoms.#
#








# Isotopic(Ratios( ( Isotopic(Ratios(
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30# s,# for# a# half?life# of# about# 10# s,
53
# and# this# puts# into# question# the# isotope?labeling#
experiments.#This#is#a#common#problem#for#all#oxidants#containing#oxygen,#including#
the# lately# accepted# periodate# that# also# shows# rapid# oxo?exchange.
52
























































would# actually# decrease# from# its# initial# maximum# value# down# to# the# 19.4%
# 18
O#






Co9# solution,# much# slower# 34O2# and# 36O2# evolution# dynamics# should# be# observed#




# content# would# increase# up# to# 19.4%#
18
O# at# equilibrium.#
Although# the# MS# data# needs# a# few# seconds# to# become# stable,# both# experiments#
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circles:%Co9% dissolved% in% H2
18O% and%NaClO% dissolved% in% H2
16O.% In% both% cases% the% final%
H2
18O% labeled% solvent% is% 19.4%.% The% composition% of% the% gas% phase% (16O2,% m/z% =% 32;%
16O18O,%m/z%=%34%and%18O2,%m/z%=%36)%was%monitored%on−line.#
#
Nevertheless,# as# Crabtree# concludes,
52,58
# the# use# of# primary# oxidants# gives# solid#
information# on# the# catalytic# water# oxidation# activity,# including# rates# and# stability,#
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Co9# in# other# reaction# conditions,# such# as# electrochemical# (section# 3.2.2)# or#
photo−induced# (section# 3.2.3)# water# oxidation.# In# these# cases,# the# oxidation# is#
promoted#by#external#sources#to#the#reaction,#voltage#or#photo?induction,#offering#a#
clean#procedure#for#the#analysis#of#the#oxygen#production.#Furthermore,# in#terms#of#
artificial# photosynthesis,# water# oxidation# would# always# be# performed#
(photo)electrochemically,# giving# additional# interest# to# these# experiments.
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Cyclic# voltammetry#experiments#allow#determining# if# a#given#compound# is#a#
good#WOC#candidate#since#the#water#oxidation#wave#should#be#significantly#increased#
in# the# presence# of# the# compound.# The# cyclic# voltammogram# (CV)# of# a# diluted# Co9#
solution# in# 50# mM# NaPi# buffer# at# pH# =# 8# using# a# Pt# working# electrode# shows# an#
irreversible#current#wave#signature#of#catalytic#water#oxidation#(Figure#13).#This#wave#
shows#higher#current#intensity#at#lower#potentials#when#compared#with#a#Co4#solution#
under# the# same# experimental# conditions.# Thus,# suggesting# that# Co9( possess# also#
higher#electrocatalytic#activity#in#the#same#conditions#(Figure#3.14).(
#





It# has# been# reported# that# Co4# decomposes# rapidly# in# other# electrochemical#
conditions,
46
# as# confirmed# by# the# continuous# increase# of# the#water# oxidation#wave#
intensity#with# time.# Such#observation# indicates# that# a# "better"# catalyst# is# formed# in#
situ.#We#monitored# successive#cyclic# voltammograms# for# thw#Co9(and#Co4# catalyzed#
water#oxidation#during#hours#without#significant#changes#in#current#(Figure#3.15).#Still,#
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performed# with# amorphous# carbon# working# electrode,
46
# We# used# Pt# anodes# and#










Bulk# water# electrolysis# experiments# were# carried# out# in# a# U?shape# two?
chamber# cell# with# both# chambers# connected# through# a# glass# frit.# Platinum# mesh#
electrodes#were#used#as#anode#and#cathode.#Negligible#current#values#were#obtained#
in# a# 50#mM#NaPi# buffer# at# pH#=#8#with#1#M#NaNO3# as# electrolyte# solution#when#an#
anodic#voltage#of#of#1.3#V#was#applied#in#the#absence#of#catalyst.#With#the#addition#of#
Co9# (1#mM)#to#the#anode#compartment,#the#current#rapidly#reached#over#1#mA,#and#
then# it# decreased# down# to# a# stable# value# that# remained# constant# for# hours# (Figure#
3.16).# The# applied# potential# corresponds# to# an# overpotential# (η)# of# 500# mV# when#
compared#with# the# thermodynamic#value# (Equation#3.4).#Most#homogeneous#WOCs#
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is#an#active#WOC,#so# it# is# important#distinguish#between#the#activity#of#Co9#and#/#or#
film.#The#fact#that#the#current#remains#constant#after#just#one#hour#suggests#that#once#
the# CoOx# thin# film# covers# the# entire# anode# surface,# no# further# Co9# decomposition#
occurs.# If# the# same# covered# electrode# is# used# after# 1# hour# of# Co9?catalyzed# water#
oxidation# to#perform#water#electrolysis# in#a#Co9?free(solution,# a#much# lower# current#
was#observed#(Figure#3.17).#A#third#cycle#using#the#very#same#electrode#in#a#new#Co9(
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Figure( 3.17.#Co9% (1.0%mM)% catalyzed%bulk%water% electrolysis% in%a%50%mM%NaPi% buffer%
with%1%M%NaNO3%as%electrolyte%at%pH%=%8,%applying%a%constant%potential%of%1.3%V% (vs%
NHE).%Each%1%hour%the%Co9%solution%was%changed%by%a%buffer%solution%without%catalyst%
but% maintaining% the% Co% oxide−covered% Pt% mesh% working% electrode.% Pt% counter%
electrode%and%Ag/AgCl%(NaCl%3%M)%reference%electrode.%
#
The# in% situ# oxygen# evolution# in# the# gas# phase#was#monitored# at# constant# pressure#
with# a# fluorescence# probe# in# these# bulk# electrolysis.# Comparing# the# experimental#
amount# of# O2# generated# with# the# theoretically# expected# (Faraday’s# law),# assuming#
that# all# the# electrons# are# used# to# oxidize# water# into# O2,# the# faradaic# efficiency#
(measured#mol#O2#/#theoretical#mol#O2#)#of#Co9#/#CoOx#catalyzed#reaction#was#found#to#
be#quantitative#for#>#4#hours#(Figure#3.18).#This#means#that#all#electrons#removed#in#
the# anodic# reaction# are# indeed# coming# from# water# molecules.# After# this# time,# the#
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without# significant# changes# in# slope.# # The# experiments# described# above# were#
performed#at#pH#=#8,#as# it#was# found#an#optimal#pH# in#chemical#water#oxidation.# In#
contrast# to# chemical#oxidation,# analogous#performance#was#observed# for# analogous#
bulk#water#electrolysis#experiments#at#neutral#pH#(Figure#3.19).#For#this#reason,#pH#=#7#




Figure( 3.18.% Left:% Catalytic% O2% evolution% (black)% during% bulk% electrolysis% at% 1.3% V% (vs%
NHE)% with% 1.0% mM% Co9% in% 50% mM% NaPi% buffer% solution% containing% 1% M% NaNO3% as%
electrolyte%at%pH%=%8,%and% theoretical%O2%assuming%Faradaic%behavior% (red).%Pt%mesh%
working%and% counter% electrodes%and%Ag/AgCl% (NaCl%3%M)% reference%electrode.%Right:%
Relation% between% the% theoretical% and% experimental% O2% evolution% in% the% same%
experimental%conditions.%
#
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NHE)% with% 1.0% mM% Co9% in% 50% mM% NaPi% buffer% solution% containing% 1% M% NaNO3% as%
electrolyte%at%pH%=%8.%Pt%mesh%working%and%counter%electrodes%and%Ag/AgCl%(NaCl%3%M)%
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(vs%NHE)%with%1.0%mM%Co9% in%50%mM%NaPi%buffer% solution% containing%1%M%NaNO3%as%
electrolyte%at%pH%=%7.%Pt%mesh%working%and%counter%electrodes%and%Ag/AgCl%(NaCl%3%M)%










1# 100# 3# 19# 3# 19#
2# 85# 5# 36# 8# 55#
3# 79# 4# 21# 12# 76#
4# 73# 4# 53# 16# 129#
5# 66# 2# 33# 18# 162#
6# 62# 4# 36# 22# 198#
7# 57# 4# 38# 26# 236#





catalyst%=%%%of%Co9%remaining% in%solution%respect% to% the% initial%one,%calculated%by% the%
absorbance%at%λ%=%538%nm.#
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mM# NaPi# buffered# solution# at# pH# 8.# # When# an# anodic# voltage# of# 1.3# V# is# applied,#
continuous#and#faster#current#decrease#is#observed#as#the#Co#oxide#thin#film#deposits.#
In#this#case#stability#is#not#reached#even#after#5#hours#(Figure#3.22).#This#suggests#that#




mM% NaPi% buffer% with% 1% M% NaNO3% as% electrolyte% at% pH% =% 8,% applying% a% constant%
potential% of% 1.3%V% (vs%NHE)% and%blank% experiment% (black)% in% the% same% conditions.% Pt%
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The#monitored# in% situ#oxygen#evolution#catalyzed#by#Co4# is#also#quite#different# than#
for# Co9# (Figure# 3.23).# In# the# same# experimental# conditions# describe# above,# the# O2#
generation#was#quantified#with#a#fluorescence#probe.# In#the#case#of#Co4,# the#oxygen#




Figure( 3.23.#Catalytic%O2% evolution% (black)% during% bulk% electrolysis% at% 1.3%V% (vs%NHE)%






formation# should# be# avoided,# or# at# least# controlled,# to# properly# characterize# the#
homogeneous#catalytic#activity#of#Co9.##
Bulk%water%electrolysis%with%Co9%on%a%FTO%working%electrode%
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Since# the# formation# of# the# CoOx# film# depends# on# the# nature# of# the# anode#
(faster#on#carbon#than#on#Platinum),#a#possible#strategy#could#be#the#use#of#a#different#
electrode# surface.# For# this# purpose,# fluorine?doped# tin# oxide# (FTO)# coated# glass#
electrode#was#chosen#as#working#electrode.#This#material#is#optically#transparent#and#
electrically# conductive.# The# transparency# allows# for# a# better# characterization# of# the#
deposited#materials#by#direct#spectroscopic#techniques.#Moreover,#FTO#electrodes#are#
more# inert,# ensuring# a# minimal# background# activity# for# O2# production.# Bulk# water#









quicker.#As#oxidation#proceeds,# the# film#grows# thicker# reaching# a#maximum#current#
value# in# 20# minutes.# This# increase# of# current# until# a# maximum# value# of# intensity#
corresponds#with# the# CoOx# film# formation,# as# reported# by#Nocera# and# coworkers.
60
#
Once# the# cobalt# oxide# is# form,# the# current# intensity# decreases# until# it# reaches# a#
constant# value# after# 1# h.# The# activity# of# this# film#was# tested#with# a# successive# bulk#
electrolysis# using# the# CoOx# covered# anode# in# the# absence# of# Co9.# In# this# case,# no#
significant# change# in# the# current# is# observed# (Figure# 3.24),# demonstrating# that# the#
deposited#cobalt#oxide#is#the#main#catalyst,#even#when#Co9#is#present#in#solution.#
The#cobalt#oxide#film#on#the#electrode#was#characterized#by#electron#microscopy.#EDX#
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3.26).# Concentration# stays# about# 60%.# No# further# decomposition# occurs# once# the#
electrode# is#completely#covered,#even#at#very# long#times# (>8#h).#This# result#suggests#
that# the# oxide# formation# occurs# only# on# the# surface# of# the# electrode.# Once# the#









(black),% 1.0% mM% Co9% (red)% and% blank% after% Co9−catalyzed% electrolysis% (blue).% FTO%
working% electrode,% Pt% mesh% counter% electrode% and% Ag/AgCl% (NaCl% 3% M)% reference%
electrode.#
#
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The# DSSC# comprises# a# dye# sensitized# porous,# nanocrystalline# titanium# dioxide# film#




# redox# couple.# The#main#





a# platinum# counter# electrode.# Each# DSSC# yields# a# potential# difference# between# 0.6#





oxygen# starts# to# evolve# in# the# anodic# compartment,# while# H2# is# produced# in# the#
cathodic# compartment# (Equations# 3.5?3.6).The# hydrogen# evolution# in# the# cathode#
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WOC,# it# is# interesting# to# study# the# catalytic# activity#of# the#CoOx# film#prepared#using#
Co9(as#a#precursor,#since#this#preparation#may#have#some#advantages.#
The# procedure# for# electrodeposition# of# an# amorphous# cobalt# oxide# from# Co9# was#
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Bulk# water# electrolysis# experiments# were# performed# using# these# CoOx# modified#
electrodes# applying# an# oxidation# potential# of# 1.4# V# in# a# 50#mM# sodium# phosphate#
(NaPi)# buffer# at# pH# =# 7.# Using# equation# 8,# turnover# frequency# values,# TOF,# can# be#
calculated:#




Faraday’s# constant# (C# mol
−1
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applying% a% constant% potential% of% 1.05%V% (vs%NHE)% in% a% 50%mM%NaPi% buffer%with% 1%M%
NaNO3%as%electrolyte%at%pH%=%7%solution%containing%1.0%mM% Co9.%Right:%Current% (red)%
and%TOF%(blue)%profile%of%catalyzed%bulk%water%applying%a%constant%potential%of%1.41%V%












12# 1.63# 17# 6×10
−3
# 2.2#
4# 0.68# 7.1# 1.8×10
−2
# 6.5#
3.5# 0.40# 4.1# 1.9×10
−2
# 6.8#
Table( 3.6.#Experimental%data% for%electrodeposited%CoOx%on%FTO%electrodes% (constant%
potential%of%1.05%V%(vs%NHE)%in%a%50%mM%NaPi%buffer%with%1%M%NaNO3%as%electrolyte%at%





The#effect# of# the#overpotential# (η)# on# the# current#density# (i)# has#been# investigated.#
The# set−up# for# these# experiments# is# exactly# the# same# than# the# one# used# for# bulk#
water# electrolysis.# However,# in# this# case,# different# potentials# were# applied# for# 10#
minutes,# and# the# average# of# the# steady# state# current# values# is# plotted# against# the#
overpotential#(Tafel#plot,#see#Appendix#I#for#details).#The#Tafel#behavior#of#the#catalyst#
in#the#region#of#water#oxidation#follows#the#expected#linear#trend#(Figure#3.29).##
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Figure( 3.29#Tafel%plot%of% the% steady% state% current%density% in%a%Co9−free%50%mM%NaPi%












reach# 1# mA# cm
−2
# (420# mV)# are# very# similar# to# the# data# reported# by# Nocera# and#
coworkers.
60,61
# This# slope# is# characteristic# of# a# chemical# rate?limiting# step.# A#





of# the# films.#Better# results#were#obtained# for# shorter#deposition# times.#This# suggest#
that,#once#the#film#is#formed,#an#extra?deposition#time#is#decomposing#the#film#or#that#
higher# CoOx# incorporated# in# the# film# have# an# influence# in# the# reaction# kinetics# by#
barriers#to#electron#and/or#mass#transport#within#the#film.#Higher#deposition#voltages#
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3.5# 1.05# ✗# 71# 0.42#
3.5# 1.05# 12# 95# 0.53#
12# 1.05# ✗# 90# 0.47#
4# 1.4# 4# 114# 0.51#
















with% 1%M% NaNO3% as% electrolyte% at% pH% =% 7% solution.% Pt% mesh% counter% electrode% and%
Ag/AgCl%(NaCl%3%M)%reference%electrode.%
#
In# order# to# determine# the# faradic# efficiency# of# the# catalyst,# O2# evolution# was#
measured# with# a# fluorescence# probe# O2# sensor# during# bulk# water# electrolysis#
experiments# (Figure# 3.30)# applying# a# constant# voltage# of# 1.41# V# to# a# 50# mM# NaPi#
buffer# solution# at# pH# =# 7# using# the# optimized# CoOx# film# as# working# electrode.# The#
percentage#of#oxygen#detected#agrees#with#the#expected#values#assuming#that#all#the#
current#was# caused#by# 4# e
−
# oxidation#of#water# to# produce#oxygen.# The# efficiency# is#
quantitative# during# the# first# 4# hours.# Then# the# experimental# line# deviates# from# the#
theoretical#one,#probably#due#to#film#decomposition#during#the#experiments.##
#
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using% the% CoOx% film% electrodeposited% on% FTO% (constant% potential% of% 1.05% V% (vs%NHE)%














# ions# are# a# needed# intermediate# between# decomposition# of# the#
POM# and# formation# of# the# cobalt# oxide,# the# addition# of# 2,2T# ?bipyridyl# (bpy)# could#
prevent#film#deposition.#Following#this#hypothesis,#bulk#electrolysis#experiments#were#
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repeated# with# the# addition# of# bpy# to# account# for# a# 30%# loss# of# Co9.# In# this# case,#
catalytic# current# also# appears,# but# it# does# not# reach# such# high# values# as# in# the#
previous# conditions.# Stable# current# values# remain# below# 1#mA,# less# than# one?third#





no# traces#of# cobalt#were#detected#on# the# surface#of# the# electrodes.# The#peaks# that#
appear#in#the#EDX#histogram#(Figure#3.32,#right)#belong#exclusively#to#the#composition#
of#the#FTO?coated#glass#electrode#itself.#The#electrode#surface#appears#clean,#as#it#can#
be#observed# in# the#SEM# image# (Figure#3.32,# left),#with#no#sign#of# film#deposition,# in#
contrast#with#the#same#bpy?free#experiment#(Figure#3.25).#
All# this# experimental# evidence# confirms# that,# in# these# conditions,# Co9# is# a# genuine#
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(black),% 1.0%mM% Co9% +% 2.8%mM% bpy% (red)% and% blank% after% Co9−catalyzed% electrolysis%





Figure( 3.32.#SEM% image% and% EDX%analysis% of% the% surface% of% a% FTO% electrode% after% 1%
hour%of%catalytic%water%oxidation%under%an%applied%voltage%of%1.41%V%(vs%NHE)%with%1.0%
mM% Co9% +% 2.8% mM% bpy% in% 50% mM% NaPi% buffer% solution% containing% 1% M% NaNO3% as%
electrolyte%at%pH%=%7.%
#
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catalytic# cycle,# a# fine# pink# precipitate# appeared# at# the# bottom# of# the# reactor.# This#
precipitate# was# characterized# as# a# [Co(bpy)3)]
3+
# salt# of# the# Co9# polyanion.# IR#
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Figure( 3.34.#Comparison% between% the% IR% spectra% of% [Co(bpy)3)]Cl3% (black);%Co9%(blue)%
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P# 13.3# 6.16# 5#
Co# 28.1# 13# 13#
W# 58.6# 27.1# 27#
#




Catalyst# concentration# and# applied# voltage#have# significant# effect# in# analogous#bulk#
electrolysis# experiments# (Table# 3.9).# As# expected,# O2# evolution# decreases# by#
decreasing#the#concentration#of#catalyst.#On#the#other#hand,#O2#generation#increases#
at# higher# potentials.# In# all# the# experiments# the# surface# of# the# FTO# electrode# was#
analyzed# after# the# catalysis# using# EDX# to# ensure# that# there# was# no# trace# of# cobalt#
oxide.#
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1# 1.4# 0.06# 0.6#
0.25# “ 0.012# 0.09#
0.06# “ 0.005# 0.04#
1# 1.5# 0.5# 4.0#
“ 1.3# 0.05# 0.4#
“ 1.1# 0.04# 0.32#
“ 1.0# 0.03# 0.26#
Table(3.9.#Summary%of%results%obtained%for%with%Co9%%+%30%%bpy%%(50%mM%NaPi%buffer,%1%
M%NaNO3,% pH% =% 7)% solution.% FTO%working% electrode,% Pt%mesh% counter% electrode% and%
Ag/AgCl% (NaCl% 3% M)% reference% electrode.% Imax% corresponds% to% the% current% at% 1000%




Returning# to# cyclic# voltammetry# measurements,# we# repeated# CVs# using# a#





formation# of# a# cobalt# oxide# film#without# any# water# oxidation# occurring,# as# already#
stated#by#Nocera# and# co?workers.
61
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catalytic# process# (Figure# 3.37).# For# a# 1# mM# catalyst# concentration# (añadir#
concentración# de# bpy),# a# measurable# current# density# was# observed# over# 1.15# V,#
corresponding# to# an# overpotential# η# # =# 353# mV.# The# calculated# Tafel# slope# is#
consistent# in# the# 130−140# mV# decade−1# range.# This# slope# implies# that# the# rate?
determining# step# is# electrochemical,
62,63
# arising# from# electron?# or# mass?transport#




.# In# more# dilute#
conditions,# the#kinetics#of# the#catalyzed#water#electrolysis#change#as# the#Tafel# slope#










that# the#current#densities#obtained# in# these#experimental# conditions#are# lower# than#
those# observed# for# cobalt# oxides,# where# an# overpotential# below# 450# mV# typically#
allows# to# reach# analogous# current# values.# It# is# also# worth# mentioning# that# this#
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comparison# is# not# fair# to# the# homogeneous# catalyst# because# current# density# is#
concentration?dependent.#
The# Co9# content# after# Tafel# plot# experiments# was# estimated# through# UV?Vis#
spectroscopy#(Figure#3.38).#The#concentration#of#Co9#lost#was#estimated#at#about#23%#
of# the# initial# Co9.# The# loss# of# Co9# in# solution# comes# from# the# precipitation# of# the#
[Co(bpy)3)]
3+






mM,%Tafel% slope%=%55%mVdecade−1% (green).% %FTO%working%electrode,%Pt%mesh%counter%
electrode%and%Ag/AgCl%(NaCl%3%M)%reference%electrode.#
#
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Figure( 3.38.# UVGvis% spectra% of% a% solution% before% (black)% and% after% (red)% Tafel% plot%
studies%wit%1.0%mM%Co9%+%30%%%bpy%(per%cobalt%atom)%in%a%50%mM%NaPi%buffer%solution%
with%1%M%NaNO3%at%pH%=%7.%
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under# light# irradiation,# and# it# can# participate# in# electron# tranfer# processes# with# a#
photosensitizer.# In# photo?induced# water# oxidation,# a# solution# containing# a#
photosensitizer# ([Ru(bpy)3]
2+
),# a# sacrificial# oxidant# ([S2O8]
2−
),# and# the# catalyst# is#
irradiated# to# monitor# oxygen# evolution.# [Ru(bpy)3]
2+













the# quenching# process# reacts# with# another# [Ru(bpy)3]
2+






that#will# subsequently#oxidize#water# to# re?start# the#catalytic#cycle# (Figure#3.39).#This#
well?established# procedure# is# based# on# the# facile# generation# of# Ru(bpy)3
3+
# by#
photoinduced# electron# transfer# between# Ru(bpy)3
2+
# and# the# sacrificial# electron# sink#
(Equations# 3.9−3.12).
65
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chemical# yield# (CY# =# [O2]# /# 2[S2O8
2−








the# kinetics# of# O2# evolution# are# significantly# different,# and# at# least# half# of# the# Co9#
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Figure( 3.40.% Kinetics% of% O2% formation% upon% light% irradiation% (λ% >% 400% nm)% to% the%
















60# 4.3# 4.8# 2.5#
30# 6.7# 8.8# 2.0#
6.6# 25# 33.7# 1.6#
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or# basic# conditions,# mostly# returning# to# Ru(bpy)3
2+#










This# decomposition# process# competes# with# electron# transfer# from# the# catalyst#
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Figure( 3.42.% Comparison% between% the% IR% spectra% of% (blue)% Co9;% (purple)%
Co9−[Ru(bpy)3)]
2+% adduct% prepared% by% the% addition% of% [Ru(bpy)3)]
2+% to% a%Co9% solution%






The# formation# of# sensitizer−catalyst# ion−pairing
#
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is# that# by# increasing# the# catalyst# concentration,# the# SO4
−" 








UV−vis# spectra# each# 15# minutes# during# 8# hours# of# a# Co9# solution# in# borate# or#
phosphate#buffer#at#pH#=#8#(Figure#3.43).#The#absorption#at#530#nm,#characteristic#of#





increases# the# turnover# number# (Table# 3.11),# suggesting# that# the# photosensitizer# is#
subject# to# accelerated# decomposition# (Equation# 3.13)# in# concentrated# buffer#
solutions.# For# reasons# to# be# understood,# the# nature# of# buffer# also# affects# the#
efficiency# of# O2# formation.# A# clear# decrease# in# the# photocatalytic# activity# of# the#
system# occurs# on# passing# from# borate# to# phosphate# buffer# (Figure# 3.44# and# Table#
3.11).# The# decomposition# of# [Ru(bpy)3]
3+
# involves# nucleophilic# # OH
−
# attack# on# the#
bipyridine#ring,
67
#because#phosphate# is#a#relatively#weak#nucleophile,# it# is#difficult#to#
understand#why# it# should# accelerate# the#decomposition# reaction# to# a#much# greater#
extent#than#other#oxyanions#as#borate.#
#
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buffer( [buffer](mM( TON( CY((%)( TOF((h`1)(
borate# 80# 26# 1.7# 38#
“ 40# 25# 1.6# 34#
“ 20# 28# 1.8# 34#
“ 10# 34# 2.06# 44#
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photo−induced# water# oxidation.# The# catalyst# can# be# recovered# by# addition# of# an#
excess# of# [Ru(bpy)3]
2+
# followed# by# centrifugation.# The# IR# spectra# of# the# recovered#







Figure( 3.45.% Comparison% between% the% IR% spectra% of% (blue)% Co9−[Ru(bpy)3)]
2+% adduct%
prepared% by% the% addition% of% [Ru(bpy)3)]
2+% to% a% Co9% solution;% (purple)% powder%
precipitated%after%catalysis%by%6.6%μM%Co9%in%%20%mM%phosphate%buffer;%(green)%powder%
recovered% from% the% bottom% of% the% reactor% after% catalysis% by% 30% μM% Co9% in% 40% mM%
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( P/Co( P/Ru( P/W(
Expected( 1.8# 1.6# 5.4#
Prepared(Co9−Ru( 1.8# 0.97# 4.1#
After(kinetics(A( 0.8# 1.8# 7.4#
(((((((((“((((((((((((((B( 1.1# 1.27# 6.7#







These# data# indicates# that# Co9# is# a# robust# and# stable# catalyst# also# under# these#
photochemical#conditions.#The#kinetics#and#turnover#numbers#should#be#solely#limited#
by# the# amount# of# sacrificial# electron# acceptor# and# /# or# photosensitizer# used.# The#
insolubility#of#the#[Co9]?[Ru(bpy)3]#salt#is#a#drawback,#since#it#limits#the#concentration#
in#solution#of#both#reagents,#the#photosensitizer#and#the#catalyst.#
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The# catalytic# activity# of# a# novel# cobalt−containing# POM,# the#
[Co9(H2O)6(OH)3(HPO4)2(PW9O34)3]
16−





anode# occurs.# This# CoOx# and# its# catalytic# activity# has# been# characterized,# showing#










to# catalyze# oxygen# evolution# from#a# sodium#hypochlorite# solution# in# the# 7# <# pH#<9#
range#for#days.#It#is#demonstrate#that#old#Co9#solutions#present#activity#identical#with#
that# of# freshly# prepared# ones,# even# after# multiple# cycles# of# catalytic# oxidation.#
Compared# with# Co4,# it# exhibits# a# higher# activity# catalyzing# oxygen# evolution# using#
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is# an# efficient# and# stable# molecular# catalyst# for# photodriven# water# oxidation# at#
neutral#pH.# The# robust# and# fast# kinetics#of#Co9( are# limited# in# this# conditions#by# the#
decomposition# of# Ru(bpy)3
3+#
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All# reagents# were# purchased# from# Sigma?Aldrich# (>99%# purity)# and# used# without#
further#purification.(
Co9(was#prepared#from#the#literature#method.68#A#solution#of#Co(OOCCH3)2.4H2O#(8#g,#
32# mmol)# in# 30# mL# of# deionized# water# was# added# to# an# aqueous# solution# of#
Na2WO4.2H2O# (16.5# g,# 50# mmol),# and# Na2HPO4# (0.78# g,# 5.5# mmol)# whose# pH# was#
previously#adjusted#to#7.6#with#acetic#acid.#The#resulting#red#solution#was#refluxed#for#
9#h.#After#that#time#the#resulting#mixture#was#hot#filtered,#and#5#g#of#solid#K(OOCCH3)#
was# added.# The# resulting# solution#was# allowed# to# cool# at# room# temperature.# After#
several# hours# small# pink# needle?shaped# crystals# of# the# compound# of# formula#
Na(16−x)Kx[Co9(OH)3(H2O)6(HPO4)(PW9O34)3]# were# obtained# through# and# isolated# by#
filtration,#and#dried#under#vacuum#to#yield#8#g#of#compound#(40%).##
Co4(was#prepared#the# literature#procedure.69#A#solution#of#Co(OOCCH3)2.4H2O#(5.5#g,#
22# mmol)# in# 50# mL# of# deionized# water# was# added# to# an# aqueous# solution# of#
Na2WO4.2H2O# (# 33g,# 100# mmol),# and# Na2HPO4# (1.5# g,# 11# mmol)# whose# pH# was#
previously#adjusted#to#6.9#with#acetic#acid.#The#resulting#solution#was#refluxed#for#2#h.#
After# that# time# the# resulting# violet# solution# was# hot# filtered,# and# 4# g# of# solid#
K(OOCCH3)# was# added.# The# resulting# misture# was# allowed# to# cool# at# room#
temperature.# After# several# hours# prismatic# crystals# of# the# Na(10−x)Kx#
[Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]
#
# salt# was# obtained,# isolated# by# filtration,# and# dried# under#
vacuum#to#yield#14.5#g#of#compound#(50%).##
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Microscope# JEOL?JMS6400# equipped# an# Oxford# EDX# analyzer# (Oxford# Instruments).#
Thermogrammetry#was#performed#with#power#samples#using#a#TGA/SDTA851#Mettler#
Toledo# with# MT1# microbalance.# The# molecular# formulas# are:#
Na8K8[Co9(OH)3(H2O)6(HPO4)2(PW9O34)3].43H2O((Mw((=##8842.6)#(Figure#42#and#Table#
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P# 12.98# 7# 5#
K# 15.24# 8# x#
Co# 16.99# 9# 9#
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P# 8.67# 3# 2#
K# 15.64# 5# x#
Co# 13.10# 4# 4#
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Single# crystal# Xray# diffraction# of# Co9# and# Co4( was# performed# with# Bruker?Nonius#
diffractometer# equipped# with# an# APPEX# 2# 4k# CCD# area# detector,# a# FR591# rotating#
anode#with#MoKa# radiation,#Montel#mirrors# as#monochromator# and# a# Kryoflex# low#
temperature# device.# Crystal# data# for# Co4:# monoclinic,# P21/n,# a( =# 12.2892(5),# b( =#
21.3665(9),# c( =# 15.6143(7)# Å,# β# =# 92.419(1)°,#V( =# 4096.31# Å3.# The# data# confirmed#
consistent# unit# cells# with# the# reported# literature.
70







The# compounds# were# characterized# by# X?ray# powder# diffraction# with# a# Bruker# D8#
Advance# Series# equipped# with# a# VÅNTEC?1PSD# detector# (Figure# 3.50).# The# powder#
patterns# are# indistinguishable# before# and# after# the# catalytic# oxygen# evolution# with#
hypochlorite.#
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differential# pressure# sensor# from# 0# to# 100# hPa# and% accuracy# within# 0.2%# of# the#
measurement.#One#manometer#port#was# connected# to#a# home?made# thermostated%




at# pH# =# 8# (1.8#mL# )# was# introduced# in# a# vessel# and# the# pressure# was# stabilized# at#
atmospheric.% Then,# a# solution# of# NaClO# in# NaPi#buffer# (0.2#mL)# were% added# to# the#
initial#solution.#All#the#system#was#thermostated#at#the#desired#temperature#between%
15# and# 35# °C.# These# experiments# were# performed# at# different# concentrations# of#
catalyst# and# NaClO.# The# system# was# calibrated# using# the# previous# procedure#
substituting#the#reaction#solutions#by#water.#Different#quantities#of#oxygen#(between#
50#and#250#μL)#were#added#in#the#head?space#of#the#sample#vessel#using#a#Hamilton#
gas?tight# syringe.# After# each# addition,# gas# and# aqueous# phase# were# stirred# until#
equilibria.# The# built?in# internal# pressure# data# were# correlated# with# the# amount# of#
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Oxygen# content# was# determined# by# using# a# 6890N# GC# Agilent# with# a# thermal#




solution# was# added# in# order# to# start# the# catalysis.# Samples# of# 200# μL# from# the#
generated# gas# phase# in# the# reaction# flask# headspace# were# taken# with# a# 250# μL#
Hamilton#gas?tight#syringe#and#immediately#injected#into#the#instrument#for#analysis.#
This# experiment#was# performed# for# different# concentrations# of# catalyst# and#NaClO.#
Calibration# of# the# method# was# carried# out# employing# the# before# procedure,# using#
water#instead#of#the#reaction#mixture.#A#calibration#slope#was#obtained#by#additions#
of#different#quantities#of#oxygen#(0,#5,#10,#20#and#30#μmol#of#O2)#in#the#headspace#of#
the% reaction# flask.# After# each# addition,# gas# and# aqueous# phase# were# stirred# until#
achieve# the#equilibria.#The# integrated#data#peak#was#correlated#with# the#amount#of#





to# use.# The# composition# of# the# gas# phase# (O2#m/z=32;#N2#m/z=28# and# CO2#m/z=44)#
was#measured#during#water#oxidation#experiments.#In#a#typical#procedure,#2#mmol#of#
the#complex#were#dissolved# in#1.4#mL#of#a#NaPi#buffer# solution#and# introduced# in#a#
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O,# 97%,# Cambridge# Isotope#
Laboratories,#Inc).#The#final#ratio#of#solvent#labeled#was#19.4%#in#this#case.#The#same#
experiment# was# also# performed# dissolving# the# catalyst# in# H2
18
































Electrolysis# experiments# are# performed# by# applying# a# constant# external# oxidation#
potential.# The# ohmic# drop# was# compensated# using# the# positive# feedback#
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compensation# implemented# in# the# instrument.# The# electrodes# were# allowed# to#
equilibrate#with#the#electrolysis#solution#for#1#min#while#being#held#at#the#open#circuit#
potential.# Moreover,# analogous# experiments# can# be# performed# using# a# DSSC# as#
source#of#electrical#power.#These#experiments#were#carried#out#with#stirring#in#a#two?
chamber# cell,# with# a# porous# frit# connecting# both# chambers.# In# one# chamber,# the#








In# a# typical# procedure# for# water# electrolysis,# the# catalyst# is# placed# in# the# anodic#
compartment,# which# is# filled# with# 20# mL# of# buffered# solution.# The# cathodic#
compartment# is# filled#with# 20#mL# buffered# solution#without# catalyst.# The# electrical#
current# measured# corresponds# to# the# electrons# removed# from# water# to# generate#
molecular#oxygen.#For#electrodeposition#of#cobalt#oxide#film,#a#FTO#working#electrode#
was# used# as# anode# for# the# oxidation# process# and# deposition.# A# cobalt# oxide# film# is#









scattering# layer# of# 4# μm# of# 400# nm# TiO2# particles# (Dyesol©# paste).# Prior# to# the#
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deposition# of# the# TiO2# paste,# the# conducting# glass# substrates# were# immersed# in# a#
solution# of# TiCl4# (40# mM)# at# 70# ºC# for# 30# minutes# and# then# dried.# The# TiO2#
nanoparticle#paste#was#deposited#onto#a#conducting#glass#substrate#using#the#screen#
printing# technique.# The# TiO2# electrodes#were# gradually# heated# under# an# air?flow# at#











bipyridine)(thiocyanate)(2)]# in# ethanol# containing# 0.3# mM# chenoxydecholic# acid#
overnight# at# 3# ºC.# The# sensitized# electrodes# were# washed# with# ethanol# and# dried#
under# air.# Finally,# the# working# and# counter# electrodes# were# sandwiched# together#
using#a# thin# thermoplastic# (Surlyn)# frame#that#melts#at#100#ºC.#The#electrolyte#used#






water# electrolysis# experiments# at# a# variety# of# applied# potentials.# The# solution# was#
stirred# and# steady?state# currents# were# then# measured# at# applied# potentials# that#
ascended# from# 1.05# V# to# 1.5# V# proceeding# in# 10?25# mV# steps.# The# stable# current#
density#(i)#was#measured#after#10#minutes#of#applying#a#given#potential.#The#obtained#
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Oxygen# evolution# in# the# gas# phase# was# determined#with# an# Ocean# Optics# NeoFOX#
oxygen−sensing#system#equipped#with#a#FOXY#probe.#Hydrogen#evolution# in#the#gas#
phase#was# determined#with# a# UNISENSE# Clark−type# hydrogen#microsensor# with# an#
internal#reference#electrode#and#a#sensing#anode.#Each#measurement#is#performed#by#
inserting# the# sensor# into# the# anodic# compartment# of# bulk# electrolysis# experiments#
through#a#septum.#The#system#is#degassed#by#an#N2#flow#through#the#gas?space#while#
stirring#during#30#minutes#to#achieve#gas−liquid#equilibria.#In#all#oxygen#and#hydrogen#
determination# techniques,# the# set−up# was# calibrated# using# the# same# procedure#
substitung# the# reaction# solutions# by#water.# By# addition# of# known# quantities# of# the#





?bipyridyl)dichlororuthenium(II)# hexahydrate# and# sodium# persulfate# were#






was# then# sealed# with# a# screw# cap# that# incorporates# the# O2–sensor# probe# (Ocean#
Optics# NeoFOX# oxygen−sensing# system# equipped#with# a# FOXY# probe)# and# carefully#
deairated#with#nitrogen.#All#procedures#were#performed#with#a#minimum#exposure#to#
ambient# light.#The#reaction#was# initiated#by#turning#on#the#blue#LED#(Wavelength#at#
peak# emission# =# 465# nm;# OSRAM# Opto# Semiconductors)# and# vigorously# stirred# to#
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#!!2 = ! %!! !!! 100 # (Eq.#3.14)#
Where#nO2## =# number#of# oxygen#moles;#%O2# is# given#by# the#oxygen−sensing# system#
and#nN2%=#number#of#moles#of#nitrogen#(calculated#using#the#Ideal#gas#law#(Eq.#3.15):#
#

















#!"# = !!"# ! = ! !"#$% !!"## (Eq.#3.16)#
!
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when# it# was# shown# to# be# stable# and# relatively# insensitive# to# light.# As# it# was#much#
cheaper#than#alternatives#derived#from#indigo#and#mineral#sources,#it#has#been#used#





compounds,# are# isostructural# to# the# original# Prussian# blue,3# Fe4III[FeII(CN)6]3#×# xH2O.#
The# crystal# structure# consists# in# a# cubic# arrangement# where# two# octahedral# metal#
centers# are# bound# through# cyanide#bridges# to# construct# a# face−centered# cubic# unit#
cell#(Figure#4.2).4#MHCM#are#known#for#many#combinations#of#transition#metal#ions#in#
multiple# oxidation# states.# They# are# also# highly# porous# because# the# metal# /#
hexacyanometallate# ratio# is# usually# greater# than# one.# This# creates# vacancies# in# the#
M(CN)6#sites#and,#therefore,#open#coordination#positions#in#the#transition#metal#that#
are#occupied#by#solvent#molecules.#Depending#on#synthetic#conditions,#they#can#also#
incorporate# interstitial# alkali# metal# ions.# Despite# of# their# rigid# structure,# these#
compounds# are# usually# non−stoichiometric# because# different# nonIinteger# ratios#
between#all#components#can#be#accommodated.#This#chemical#variety#makes#of#them#
a# versatile# type# of# coordination# materials,# indeed# MHCM# have# a# wide# range# of#
applications.# They# are# room# temperature# magnets;5# biosensors;6# electrochromic#
displays;7#possess#high#hydrogen#storage#capabilities;8#negative#thermal#expansion9#or#
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MHCM# have# been# studied# as# components# of# modified# electrodes.10,11# As#
electrocatalysts,# they# have# been# used# for# the# oxidation# of# organic# substrates12# and#
even#for#the#catalytic#reduction#of#molecular#oxygen.13#It#is#surprising#that,#given#the#
richness# and# successful# electrochemical# applications# of# MHCM,# water# oxidation#
catalysis#has#not#been# studied#or# reported.# Taking# into#account# that#Co# centers#are#
the# reactive# sites# in# some#of# the#most# successful#homogeneous#and#heterogeneous#
water# oxidation# catalysts,14,15# cobalt# hexacyanometallates# appear# to# possess# all# the#
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In# the# present# chapter,# the# catalytic# activity# for#water# oxidation# of# a# Prussian# blue#
type#cobalt#hexacyanoferrate#(CoHCF)#has#been#explored.#In#the#first#section,#CoHCF#
modified# electrodes# are# used# for# electrochemical# water# oxidation.# In# the# second#
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oxidation# system# and# its# activity# is# compared# with# other# Prussian# blue# type#
complexes.##
#
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4.2.1( Electrochemical( Water( Oxidation( with( CoHCF( modified(
electrodes(
The# catalytic# activity#of# Prussian#blue# type# cobalt# hexacyanoferrate# (CoHCF)#





Electrode# surfaces# can# be# modified# with# transition# metal# hexacyanoferrates#
(MHCF)#by#different#methods#that#can#be#divided#into#three#main#groups:16*
1. By# dipping# a# clean# electrode# surface# in# a# solution# containing# cyanoferrates#
and$transition$metal$ ions,$allowing$formation$of$ insoluble$MHCF$by$a$simple$
chemical( reaction( or( electrochemical( reaction,( cycling( the( electrode( over( a(
range&of&potentials.#
#
2. By# immersing( the( transition( metal( electrode( surface,( or( an( electroplated(
electrode(with( a( transition(metal,( in( a( solution( containing( cyanoferrate( ions(
and$ then$ derivatizing$ the$ electrode$ surface$ to$ obtain$ insoluble$ MHCF$ by$
chemical(or(electrochemical(methods.#
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3. By# immobilizing#mechanically# the#metal# hexacyanoferrates# as#microparticles#
on# the# surface# of# an# appropriate# electrode# (paraffin!impregnated+ graphite,+
carbon'paste'or'conductive'polymer−coated'electrodes)#
#
Electrochemical#methods#provide#more# stable# and# reproducible# films.#However,#we#
had#to#take#into#account#that#high#positive#voltages#could#induce#the#formation#of##of#
cobalt# oxide# impurities.# For# these# reasons,# we# decided# to# use# method# 2,10,17I19# by#
derivatization# of# a# cobalt−platted# electrode# surface,# applying# a# constant# positive#
voltage#low#enough#to#preclude#the#formation#of#cobalt#oxides.#
CoHCF# was# prepared# fluoride# doped# tin# oxide# (FTO)# coated# glass# electrodes.# First#
metallic# cobalt# was# deposited# on# the# surface# of# the# FTO# electrode# by# applying# a#






of# the# desired# CoHCF# crystallites,# deposited# on# the# surface# of# the# electrode.# After#
derivatization,#the#CoHCF#modified#electrodes#were#sonicated#to#eliminate#excess#of#
CoHCF#just#adhered#to#the#surface#and#air#dried#overnight#to#avoid#the#detachment#of#
the# film# if# immediately#used.# It# is# important# to# confirm# that#no# residues#of#metallic#
cobalt# remain#at# this# stage.#Metallic# cobalt#would# lead# to# cobalt#oxides#by#applying#
higher#oxidation#potentials,# required# for#water# electrolysis.# The# absence#of#metallic#
cobalt# residues#after# the# formation#of#CoHCF#was# confirmed#by# the#absence#of# any#
sign#of#the#corresponding#oxidation#wave#(Figure#4.3).#The#cyclic#voltammogram#of#a#
freshly# prepared# a# CoHCF#modified# FTO# electrode# (Figure# 4.3,# top# right)# shows# the#
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FTO# electrodes# are# optically# transparent,# allowing# for# a# direct# and# better#
characterization# of# the# deposited#materials.# The# CoHCF# films# deposited# on# the# FTO#
electrode#were#characterized#by#spectroscopy#and#electron#microscopy.#The#UV−Vis#
spectra# of# CoHCF# is# sensitive# to# the# amount# of# surface−confined# material# (on# the#
electrode#surface)#and#its#oxidation#state.11#The#formation#of#a#thin#CoHCF#film#leads#
to# a# highly# transparency# to# visible# light.# The# “as# prepared”# thin# film# is# transparent#
with# a# weak# yellow# coloring# (Figure# 4.4).# The# UV−vis# spectra,# with# the# light# beam#
passing#through#the#glass#substrate,#shows#a#very#low#difference#in#absorbance#when#
compared#with#a#pristine#FTO#(Figure#4.5,#left).#By#comparing#with#a#Co0−covered#FTO#
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Figure( 4.5.( Left:# UV−vis# spectra# of# a# pristine# FTO# (red)# and# a# CoHCF#modified# FTO#
(blue).#Right:#Transmittance#of#FTO#electrodes#coated#with#metallic#Co#(after#paltting)#
(black)# and#CoHCF# (after# derivatization)# (red).#Nominal# 81.5#%# transmittance#of# the#
FTO#glass#electrodes#has#been#corrected.#
EnergyIdispersive# XIray# (EDX)# analysis# of# the# CoHCF# films# indicates# the# presence# of#
Co,# Fe# and# K# (Figure# 4.6).# Measurements# with# independently# prepared# electrodes#
showed# a# very# high# reproducibility.# The# analysis# confirmed# a# K2xCo(2−x)[Fe(CN)6]##
stoichiometry#with#typical#ratios#in#the#(0.85#<(x#<(0.95)#range#(Table#4.1).#
*
Figure( 4.6.# SEM# image# and# EDX# analysis# of# “as# prepared”# CoHCF# grown# on# a# FTO#
electrode.#
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  Fe(:(Co(:(K(ratio(  K2xCo(2−x)[Fe(CN)6](
Electrode( Fe( Co( K( x(
1# 1# 1.06# 1.88# 0.94#
2# 1# 1.14# 1.75# 0.86#
3# 1# 1.05# 1.90# 0.95#
4# 1# 1.15# 1.74# 0.90#
5# 1# 1.05# 1.93# 0.95#
6# 1# 1.09# 1.82# 0.91#
7# 1# 1.04# 1.90# 0.96#
8# 1# 1.14# 1.78# 0.86#
9# 1# 1.11# 1.70# 0.88#
10# 1# 1.08# 1.86# 0.92#
#
Table(1.1.#EDX#analysis#for#a#batch#of#10#electrodes#prepared#following#the#procedure#
described# above.# For# detail# see# section:# 4.4.# Experimental# /# 4.4.1# Preparation# of#
CoHCF#Modified#Electrodes.(
##




The# morphology# of# the# electrodes# surface# was# analyzed# by# Scanning# Electron#
Microscopy# (SEM).# The# FTO# surface# is# covered# by# a# conglomerate# of# regular# cubicI
shaped# crystallites# with# maximum# edges# up# to# 0.25# μm# (Figure# 4.6).# This# shape# is#
typical# of# Prussian# blue# crystallites.# XIray# powder# diffraction# of# these# crystallites#
shows# the# typical#pattern#of# a#Prussian#blue# structure# (Figure#4.8).20# The#diffraction#
peaks# are#broad#due# to# the# small# particle# size# and# their# indexation# leads# to# a# faceI
centered#cubic#unit#cell#parameter#a#=(10.08#±#0.05#Å.###
#
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Figure( 4.8.# X−ray# diffraction# pattern# for# crystallites# from# a# CoHCF# modified# FTO#
electrode.#
#
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−# CoIIIFeII# couple.21# In# CoHCF#materials,# the# stability# of# the# two# isoelectronic# phases#
CoIIIFeII# and# CoIIFeIII#depends# on# stoichiometry,# counter# cation# and# preparation.# And#
they# can# be# interconverted# through# charge# transfer# induced# by# external# stimuli.22#
With#a#Co/Fe#ratio#below#1.15,#the#CoIIIFeII#phase# is#the#most#stable#one.23#A#second#
oxidation#into#the#CoIIIFeIII,#expected#a#higher#oxidation#potentials,#was#not#observed#
since# a# strong# characteristic# catalytic# water# oxidation# wave# appears# above# 1.2# V,#
suggesting#a#catalytic#process#(Figure#4.9).#
*
Figure( 4.9.#Cyclic# voltammogram#of# a# CoHCF#modified# FTO# electrode# in# 50#mM#KPi#
buffer# solution# containing#1#M#KNO3#as# electrolyte#at# pH#=#7# (red),# and#profile# of# a#
pristine#FTO#electrode#(black),#with#a#50#mV#s−1#sweep#rate.#Inset:#Detail#of#the#0.2#–#
1.4# V# range# with# a# 100#mV# s−1#sweep# rate.# Pt# wire# counter# electrode# and# Ag/AgCl#
(NaCl#3#M)#reference#electrode.#Potentials#reported#vs#NHE.#
#
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This# irreversible# oxidation# disappears# after# several# cycles,# or# after# applying# an#




in# the#0.2#−#1.6#V#potential#window.#By#plotting# the#peak#current#and# the#scan# rate#
(υ),# a# linear# trend# is#observed# (Figure#4.10).# From#the# slope#of# this# relationship# it# is#
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current# of# the# Co3+# /# Co2+# reduction#wave# vs# scan# rate.# The# concentration# of# redox#
active#sites#was#calculated#from#the#slope#(Eq.4.1)#as#described#in#Appendix#II.#
##




We# tested# the# catalytic# activityof# the# CoHCF# modified# electrodes# for#
controlled# potential# water# electrolysis.# Steady# current# density# (j)# was# measured# at#
different# constant# applied# potentials# in# a# two−compartment# cell,# with# a# glassIfrit#
separating#the#anode#and#cathode,#in#a#wellIstirred#50#mM#KPi#buffer#solution#containing#
1#M#KNO3#as#electrolyte#at#pH#=#7.#CoHCF#modified#FTO#was#used#as#working#electrode.#
Significant# current# was# detected# above# 1.10# V.# The# Tafel# plot# (Figure# 4.11),# that#
relates#catalytic#current#and#overpotential#(η),#shows#linear#behavior#for#intermediate#
potentials,# with# slopes# in# the# 85−100# mV# decade−1# range,# confirming# the# catalytic#
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process.# This# slope# is# between# the# expected# values# for# a# chemical# and#
electrochemical# rate−limiting# step.24# A# current# density# of# 1# mA# cm−2# would#
theoretically# require#η# ≈# 600#mV.# In# these#experiments,# 1#mA/cm2# catalytic# current#
needed#η#>#650#mV#because#the#η#vs# log# j#deviates#from#linearity#above#1.37#V#(η#=#
550#mV)# suggesting# the#appearance#of#mass# transport# issues.# Indeed,# at# these#high#






solution# containing# 1# M# KNO3# as# electrolyte# at# pH# =# 7.# Calculated# slope# =# 88# mV#
decade−1.#
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This# is# an# upper# limit# to# the# real# number# of# catalytic# sites,# since# heterogeneous#
catalysis# should# occur# only# on# the# surface# of# the# crystallites,# whereas# the# bulk#
material# is# electroactive.# With# the# coverage# numbers# applied# to# the# linear# Tafel#
region,#the#turnover#frequency#(TOF)#shows#values#between#2#×#10−3#s−1#at#η(=#300#mV#
and#0.5##s−1#at#η(=#550#mV#(Figure#4.13).#
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Figure( 4.13.# Estimated# TOF# in# the# Tafel# region# at# neutral# pH# (50# mM# KPi# buffer#
solution#containing#1#M#KNO3#as#electrolyte).#
Catalytic*bulk*water*electrolysis*
In# order# to# characterize# the# stability# of# the# CoHCF#modified# FTO#electrodes#
we# test# them# for# long−term# bulk# water# electrolysis# experiments.# These#
measurements#were# carried# out# under# a# constant# applied# potential# of# 1.4# V# in# the#
same# experimental# conditions# described# before# (Figure# 4.14,# left).# After# a# short#
induction#period#due#to#capacitance,#the#current#reaches#a#more#stable#state#after#1#
hour.#The#induction#period#is#not#related#to#any#decomposition#or#change#in#the#films.#
Indeed,# if# the# electrolysis# is# stopped# and# started# again,# the# same# spike# appears# in#
multiple#cycles#(Figure#4.14,#right).#
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The# stability# of# the# catalytic# process# is# remarkable.# Continuous# long−term# water#
electrolysis#was#performed#for#days#(Figure#4.15).#Taking#the#current#after#one#hour#as#
initial# value,# to# avoid# the# capacitance# contribution# at# very# short# times,# current# (I)#




in# pH# (the# solution# pH# decreases# below# 6# during# long# electrolysis),# and# to# the# gas#
bubbles#that#accumulate#on#the#surface. Catalytic#deactivation#or#poisoning#would#be#
a#nonIstop#monotonic#process,#and#it#should#continue#at#a#constant#pace#through#the#
active# life# of# the# catalyst.#However,# the# stable# catalytic# current# persists# in# the# long#
term,#without#any#further#sign#of#deterioration.#When#electrolysis#is#stopped#after#92#
hours,#and#the#same#modified#electrode#is#used#for#a#second#bulk#electrolysis#in#a#new#
buffer# solution,# the# initial# activity# after# 1# hour# corresponds# to# 48#%# of# the# original#
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Regarding# turnover# frequency# values,# the# data# is# in# good# agreement#with# the# data#
obtained# from# the# previously# described# Tafel# plot# experiments# (0.5# # s−1# at#η( =# 550#
mV).#For#bulk#electrolysis#at#η#=#590#mV,#catalytic#water#oxidation#rates#up#to#TOF#=#
0.5#s–1#were#observed#in#a#2−hour#electrolysis#(averaged#for#the#2#hours#electrolysis),#
yielding# a# total# turnover# number# of# TON#≈# 3600.# In# 12−hour# bulk# electrolyses,# TOF#




The#number#of# redox#active# sites#on# the#modified#electrode#after# this# long#catalytic#
cycle# were# calculate# again,# and# it# was# found# that# Γ0# decreases# about# one# order# of#
magnitude,#but#its#activity#accounts#for#1/3#of#the#initial#TOF.#The#final#and#robust#TOF#
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modified# FTO# electrode# in# 50# mM# KPi# buffer# solution# containing# 1# M# KNO3# as#
electrolyte#at#pH#=#7.#The#arrows#indicate#the#moment#when#electrolysis#was#stopped#





containing# 1# M# KNO3# as# electrolyte# at# pH# =# 7,# before# (red)# and# after# (blue)# 12#
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Oxygen# evolution# was# monitored# and# quantified# with# a# fluorescence# probe# during#
bulk# water# electrolysis# experiments# at# constant# applied# potential# of# 1.41# V.# The#
efficiency#of#the#process#is#quantitative.#O2#evolution#matches#the#theoretical#amount#
calculated#from#Faraday’s#law#(Figure#4.17,#left)#for#a#4e−(redox#process.#This#confirms#
that# no# competing# redox# reactions# are# taking# place,# and# that# I# is# quantitative# for#
oxygen# production.# The# gas# content# in# the# gas# space# was# also# analyzed# by# mass#
spectroscopy.# Oxygen# was# the# only# component# increasing# its# content# during#





electrolyte# at# pH# =# 7,# and# theoretical# O2# assuming# Faradaic# behavior# (red).# Right:#
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EDX# analysis# indicates# that# the# Fe/Co# ratio# remains# unchanged,# and# no# traces# of#
phosphate# appear# (Figure.# 4.18).# CoOx# films# incorporate# phosphate# from# solution#
during#water# oxidation,# in# a# self−repairing# process.14# Therefore,# the# absence# of# a# P#
absorbance#peak# is#another#experimental#evidence#of#no#oxide#participation.#The#XI




smaller# radii,# and# their# presence# requires# the# loss# of# interstitial# potassium# cations,#
that#scatter# in#phase#with# the#reflection# (220).20# In# its#oxidized#state,# the#electrodes#
show#purple#color# (Figure#4.20),#and#the# IR#spectra#shows#two#bands# in#the#cyanide#
stretch# region# (Figure# 4.21)# at# 2076# cm−1# and# 2125# cm−1,# the# latter# assigned# to# the#




Figure( 4.18.# SEM# image# and# EDX# analysis# of# “as# used”# CoHCF# grown# on# a# FTO#
electrode#after#12#hours−bulk#electrolysis.#
#
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Figure( 4.20.# Picture# of# a# CoHCF# modified# electrode# before# (left)# and# after#
(right)#1#day−bull#water#electrolysis.#
#
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CoHCF# modified# electrodes# exhibits# the# stability# advantages# of# heterogeneous#
catalysts#with#the#tunability#and#other#advantages#of#homogeneous#catalysts,#as#well#
as#being#transparent,#low#density#and#stable#at#neutral#pH#and#room#temperature.#All#
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The# effect# of# pH# on# the# activity# of# CoHCF# was# examined.# The# catalyst# film# was#
introduced#into#a#KPi#buffered#solution,##oxidation#potential#was#held#constant#at#1.4#
V#and#the#pH#of# the#solution#was# increased# from#4#to#10# (Figure#4.22,# left).#Current#
density#showed#a#sinusoidal#dependence#with#little#variations#below#pH#5#and#then#a#
rapid# and# continuous# increase# reaching#maximum# values# at# pH# 9,# probably# due# to#
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rough# because# of# the# very# different#morphology# of# the# films.# In# both# cases# TOF# is#
referred# to# bulk# content,# and# a# different# surface# to# bulk# ratio# would# significantly#
affect# the# results.# Still,# our#data# shows# that#CoHCF# is# at# least# competitive# in# kinetic#
terms# with# respect# to# the# oxide# counterparts.# However,# the# reported# maximum#
current# densities# for# oxides# are# higher.# We# rationalize# this# because# of# the# higher#
surface#coverage.#CoOx#films#reach#1#mA#cm−2#just#above#410#mV,#but#with#loadings#in#
the# μmol# cm−2# range.# Whereas# Γ# is# below# 0.5# nmol# in# the# CoHCF# films.# We# can#
estimate# that# 1# mA# would# be# reached# at# just# 400# mV# overpotential# with# CoHCF#
coverages#about#2.5#nmol#cm.#The#strong#dependence#of# the#Tafel# slope#with#pH# is#





since# oxides# need# much# higher# surface# coverage# to# reach# analogous# activity.# The#
participation#of#any#adventitious#cobalt#oxide#on#the#CoHCF#modified#electrodes#can#
be# ruled# out# according# to# several# experimental# evidences.# The# films# exhibit# all# the#
expected# features# of# a# Prussian# blue# material,# including# spectroscopic# and#
crystallographic#data.#Cobalt#oxide#cannot#form#at#the#derivatization#potential,#since#a#
higher#potential#is#needed#for#Co#oxide#formation.25#No#metallic#cobalt#remains#on#the#
electrode# after# derivatization,# as# confirmed# by# cyclic# and# differential# pulse#
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voltammetry.#Current# intensity#does#not# increase#during#water#electrolysis,#and# this#
also# discards# the# in# situ# hypothetical# formation# of# a# more# active# catalyst.26# The#
distinct#Tafel#slope#of#CoHCF#when#compared#with#Co#oxides#also#suggests#a#different#
catalytic# mechanism.# And# the# apparently# faster# catalytic# activity# found# for# CoHCF#
indicates# that#major# oxide# contamination#would# be# needed# to#match# these# results,#
and# this# is# inconsistent# with# all# the# structural,# spectroscopic# and# electrochemical#
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4.2.2( Photo−Induced( Water( Oxidation( with( Prussian( Blue( (PB)(
type(WOCs.(
In# photo−induced# water# oxidation,# the# electron# scavenging# is# a#
photochemically#generated#oxidant#that#oxidizes#water# in#the#presence#of#a#catalyst#
(Equations#4.4−4.7#and#Figure#4.23).( In#a#heterogeneous#photo−induced#system#using#
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Given# the# results# of# CoHCF# as# electrocatalyst# for# water# oxidation# when#
deposited# on# a# FTO# electrode,# the# study# of# the# catalytic# activity# of# CoHCF# in# a#
heterogeneous# photo−induced# system# has# been# investigated# following# the# same#





40# mM# potassium# phosphate# (KPi)# buffer# upon# light# irradiation# (λ# ># 400# nm)# was#
monitored#using#a#fluorescence#probe#(Figure#4.24),#oxygen#evolution#reaches#values#
of# 7# μmol# of# O2# in# 1.5# hours.# As# a# control# experiment,# the# same# procedure# was#
repeated#with# 10#mg#of# Co3O4# oxide# (cubic# phase# from# SigmaIAldrich,# nanopowder#
SBET#40I70#m2/g)#(Figure#4.24),#in#this#case#the#oxygen#generation#only#reaches#5#μmol#
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Figure( 4.24.# Kinetics# of# O2# formation# upon# light# irradiation# (λ# ># 400# nm)# to# the#
reaction# solution# containing#1#mM# [Ru(bpy)3]
2+,# 5#mM# [S2O8]
2W# and#10#mg#of#CoHCF#
(red# line)#or#10#mg#of# #Co3O4.# (blue# line),#at#pH#=#7# in#40#mM#KPi#buffer.# The#arrow#
indicates#when#the#light#was#turned#on.#
#





We# also# optimized# the# reaction# conditions# regarding# the# relative# reagents#
concentration:# [Ru(bpy)3]2+,# S2O82−# and# CoHCFe# (Table# 4.2# and# Figure# 4.28).# The#
parametric# study#was# performed#modifying# the# selected# variable#while#maintaining#
the#others# constant.# The# reaction# rate# (TOF)# strongly#depends#on# the#Co# /#Ru# ratio#
employed#(Figure#4.28,#top).#The#lower#the#CoHCFe#catalyst#/#[Ru(bpy)3]2+#ratio#used,#
the# higher# the# TOF# value# obtained.# These# results# points# out# the# relevance# of# the#
contact# catalyst−sensitizer# as# the# rate−determining# step# during# the# 4Ie−# water#
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oxidation# process.# Further# studies# should# be# addressed# in# order# to# maximize# the#
contact#catalyst−sensitizer#and#/#or# improves#the#diffusion#of#the#Ru#complex#to#the#
catalyst’s# active# places.# On# the# other# hand,# the# increment# of# the# persulfate#
concentration# in# the# reaction# media# also# enhances# the# reaction# rate# of# oxygen#
evolution# (Figure# 4.28,# bottom).# Nevertheless,#with# the# reaction# conditions# used# in#
these#experiments,#such#positive#effect#reaches#a#maximum#with#a#concentration#of#










0.0# 1.0# 5.0# I#
10.0# 1.0# 0.0# I#
10.0# 0.0# 5.0# I#
5.0# 1.0# 5.0# 5.5#x#10−4#
10.0# “ “ 3.0#x#10−4#
15.0# “ “ 2.0#x#10−4#
20.0# “ “ 4.0#x#10−5#
10.0# 0.5# 5.0# 1.8#x#10−4#
“ 1.5# “ 3.6#x#10−4#
“ 2.0# “ 4.1#x#10−4#
10.0# 1.0# 2.5# 8.3#x#10−5#
“ “ 7.5# 4.8#x#10−4#
“ “ 10.0# 3.7#x#10−4#




at# pH# 7# in# 40# mM# KPi# buffer.# TOF# calculated# from# the# slope# in# the# very# initial# O2#
evolution#kinetics#and#expressed#per#moles#of#cobalt.#
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2+,# 5# mM# [S2O8]





2+,# 10# mg# of# CoHCF# and# different# concentrations# of# [S2O8]
2−.# TOF#
calculated# from# the# slope# in# the# very# initial#O2# evolution# kinetics# and# expressed#per#
moles#of#cobalt.!
!
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Although# the# stability# of# CoHCF# under# electrochemical# conditions# has# been#
demonstrated# in# the# previous# section.# The# distinct# conditions# in# the# light−induced#
water# oxidation# require# additional# catalyst# stability# experiments.# In# order# to#
determine# if# the#catalyst# is#being#decomposed#or#deactivated#during#photo−induced#
water#oxidation#reaction,#a#second#water#oxidation# is#performed#by#adding#an#extra#
amount#of#S2O82−#in#the#same#reaction#solution#after#three#hours#reaction.#After#that,#
the# system# was# again# purged# with# N2# until# baseline# stabilization# and# then,# the#
light−induced# reaction#was# re−started# to#complete#a# second#cycle# reaction#with# the#
same#CoHCF#catalyst#(Figure#4.29).#The#kinetics#of#O2#evolution#using#CoHCF#after#one#
use# showed# very# similar# kinetics,# the# TOF# value# calculated# during# the# first# cycle#
corresponds# to# 4.6# x# 10−4# s−1.# Nevertheless,# after# renovation# of# the# persulfate#
concentration# and# re−starting# the# second# cycle,# the# TOF# was# slightly# affected,#
reaching#a# value#of#1.9# x#10−4# s−1,# suggesting# that# the# catalyst# remains#active#and# is#
stable# under# these# photochemical# conditions.# Instead# of# decomposition# of# the#
catalyst,#the#most#likely#scenario#is#that#the#photosensitizer#decomposition#in#neutral#
or# basic# conditions,# which# depends# on# pH# and# buffer# nature28# (Equation# 4.8)#






It# has# been# reported# that# turnover# numbers# and# decomposition# of# the# sensitizer#
under#light−induced#conditions#are#strongly#dependent#on#the#pH#and#composition#of#
the# buffers.# Na2SiF6−based# buffers# are# supposed# to# improve# TON# and# increase# the#
lifetime# of# the# photosensitizer.# However,# no# catalytic# activity# was# observed# using#
Na2SiF6−based# buffer.# Additional# experiments# regarding# the# effect# of# buffer# nature,#
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for# water# oxidation# under# lightIdriven# conditions.# In# addition,# the# possibility# to#
synthetize# these#materials#by#electrodeposition#on# the#surface#of#electrodes,#makes#
them# attractive# materials# for# electrochemical# or# photo−electrochemical# water#
oxidation#applications.#
#
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After# confirming# the# catalytic# activity# of# CoHCF# in# heterogeneous#
photo−induced#conditions,#we#decided#to#test#the#complete#series#of#MHCM.#In#this#
case# the# materials# do# not# need# to# be# grown# on# an# electrode,# as# required# for#
electrocatalysis,#and#thus#the#rest#of#the#series#is#easily#accessible.##
First#we#studied# the#series#of#hexacyaferrates,# substituting# the#Co2+# center#by#other#
transition#metals:#M3[Fe(CN)6]2×H2O#(M#=#Mn,#Fe,#Ni#and#Cu).#These#complexes#were#
synthetized# following#exactly# the#same#procedure#than# for#CoHCF#substituting#CoCl2#
by# the#corresponding#metal# chloride# (see#details# and#characterization# in# section#4.4#
Experimental).#
The# same#water# oxidation# experiments# described# above#were# performed# using# the#
different#metal# hexacyanoferrate# (MHCF)# compounds#monitoring# the#O2# generation#
(Figure# 4.25).# # The# Fe,# Ni# and# Cu# derivatives# showed# negligible# catalytic# activity.#
MnHCF#shown#significant#oxygen#evolution#although#much#slower#than#CoHCF.#
From#these#results,#we#concluded#that#cobalt#was#the#best#candidate#of#Prussian#blue#
compounds# as# WOCs.# The# we# studied# the# series# of# cobalt# hexacyanometalates:#
Co3[M(CN)6]2×H2O#(M#=#Cr,#Co).#
The#catalytic#performance#of#CoHCCo#and#CoHCCr#compounds#was#tested#in#the#same#
conditions# described# above# and# compared#with# the# activity# of# CoHCF# (Figure# 4.26).#
The# very# initial# kinetics# of# the# oxygen# evolving# reaction# obtained# with# CoHCFe,#
CoHCCo#and#CoHCCr#compounds#after#turning#on#light#are#very#similar#each#other.#
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one# with# a# TOF# above# 5.3# x# 10–4# s–1# compared# to# those# obtained# for# CoHCFe# and#
CoHCCr# (3.0# x# 10–4#s–1,# and# 2.8# x# 10–4#s–1,# respectively).# Considering# that# these# TOF#
values#were#calculated#as#a#function#of#the#numbers#of#Co#moles#NIcoordinated#(MI
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the#water#oxidation# reaction.#However,# the#nature#of# the#Co#coordination# (to#occur#
through#the#N#or#C#ions#associated#to#the#CN#ligand)#could#be#also#important#for#the#
catalytic#activity#of# these#materials.# In#order# to#obtain#additional# insights#about# this#
specific# topic,#a#supplementary#MHCM#was#synthesized#allowing#an#opposite#metalI
ligand# coordination# to# that# characteristic# of# the# CoHCFe# material# (Co−C# instead# of#
Co−N).#Thus,#the#Fe(II)#hexacyanocobaltate#(FeHCCo)#was#tested#in#the#lightIinduced#
water# oxidation# reaction.# This#material# resulted# non−active# for# the#water# oxidation#
process#under#the#reaction#conditions#employed#in#this#work.#
Considering# these# results,# it# seems# that# to# get# active# catalysts# for# the# oxygen#
evolution# reaction# by# using# Prussian# blue# (PB)# type# analogs,# the# Co# coordination# in#
the# structure# must# occurs# through# the# N# atoms# of# the# CN# ligand.# It# means# the#
presence#of#Co(II)#species#in#a#high#spin#configuration.##
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determining# step# in# the# process#was# reported# to# be# the# electron# transfer# between#
[Ru(bpy)3]#3+#and#surface#Ir(IV)#(see#Equation#4.7),#occurring#with#a#secondIorder#rate#
constant.29#Therefore,# the#efficiency#of# the#cobalt−based#catalysts#used# in# this#work#
may#be#limited#by#the#accessibility#of#the#[Ru(bpy)3]3+#molecules#to#the#Co−active#sites#
in# the#materials# structure.# Although# the# establishment# of# a#mechanism# reaction# by#
using# the# Co−based# PB# type# complexes# is# far# away# from# the# aims# of# this# thesis,# a#
general# mechanism# where# the# Co(II)# species# in# a# high# spin# configuration# can# be#
oxidized#by#Ru(bpy)33+,#generating#highIvalence#Co#ions#(CoIII/CoIV)#could#be#proposed.#
Then,# these# cobalt# species# could# induce# the#water# oxidation# reaction# to# evolve#O2,#
re−changing# into# the# Co(II)# electronic# state.# As# described# before,# these# solids# are#
characterized# by# a# lacunary# structure#where# the# [Fe(CN)6]# vacancies# (in# the# case# of#
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Metallic# hexacyanometallates# represent# a# completely# novel# type# of#
heterogeneous#water# oxidation# catalysts# and# a# new# attractive# area# of# research# for#
artificial# photosynthesis# applications.# Cobalt# hexacyanoferrate#matches#most# of# the#
features# of# metal# oxides:# it# is# formed# from# EarthIabundant# metal# ions# in# aqueous#
solution,# it# is# extremely# robust# in# turnover# conditions,# it# is# fast# enough# to# compete#
with# state−of−the−art# cobalt# oxides,# and# it# works# at# neutral# pH# and# ambient#
conditions.# CoHCF# modified# electrodes# promote# water# oxidation# for# days,#




in# aqueous# solution# from# its# molecular# building# blocks,# offering# unique# processing#
versatility.# It# possesses# a#wellIdefined# crystal# structure# that#will# help# to#understand#
the#mechanism#of#the#catalytic#process.#Although#total#current#densities#are# low#for#
the#requirement#technological#targets,#this#should#be#overcome#by#increasing#surface#
coverage,# improving# processing# on# more# compatible# electrodes# surfaces# or# as#
amorphous#films.#All#of#this#is#currently#under#study#in#our#group.#
Photo−induced#water#oxidation#allows#demonstrating#that#the#CoHCF#bulk#material#is#
also# active# under# photodriven# conditions.# Even# having# similar# physicochemical#
properties,# only# the# cobalt−based# Prussian# blue# type# compounds# (Co# ions#
N−coordinated)# were# active# for# water# oxidation.# These# experiments# allow# to#
determinate#which#Prussian#blue# type# catalysts# are#plausible# to#be# studied# in#other#
strategies#such#as#electrochemical#or#photoelectrochemical#water#oxidation#systems.#
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These# new# type# of# WOCs# meet# most# of# the# requirements# demanded# to# be#
incorporated#into#a#reliable#photosynthetic#system.#
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4.4.1( Electrochemical( Water( Oxidation( with( CoHCF( modified(
electrodes(
Preparation*of*the*CoHCF*modified*FTO*electrodes(
All# chemicals#were# commercially# available# (># 99.9#%,# SigmaIAldrich)# and#were# used#
without#further#purification.#All#solutions#were#prepared#with#MilliIQ#water#(typically#
18.2#ΜΩ−cm#resistivity).#As#fluorineIdoped#tin#oxide#coated#glass#slides#(FTO)#we#used#
Pilkington# NSG# TEC# 15A# 2.2# mm# slides# with# 12v14# Ω/sq# surface# resistivity,# and#
80.0−81.5#%# transmittance.# FTO# slides#were# cleaned# prior# use# by# sonication# for# 10#
minutes# in# basic# soapy# solution,# deionized# water# and# isopropanol,# followed# by#





used# as#working# electrodes,# but# only# a# surface# of# 1# x# 1.5# cm#was# immersed# in# the#
solution.# The# first# step# was# the# platting# of# the# electrode# with# metallic# cobalt# at#
constant#voltage#of#–0.695#V#with#stirring# in#a#KCl# (0.1#M)#water#solution#containing#
Co2+#ions#(10#mM)#during#1#minute.#A#dark#covering#was#observed#on#the#FTO#surface#
as# metallic# cobalt# is# deposited.# After# deposition,# the# slides# were# sonicated# for# 15#
seconds#in#deionized#water.#The#second#step,#namely#derivatization,#was#also#carried#
out#with#a#potentiostatic#method#by#applying#a#constant#voltage#of#+0.508#V#with#the#
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10#mM#K3[Fe(CN)6].#During# this#process,# cobalt# slowly#dissolves#under# the#oxidation#
potential#to#be#trapped#by#the#formation#of#the#desired#CoHCF.#Derivatization#time#is#
usually#5#hours#long.#The#time#required#is#determined#by#the#total#charge#used#in#the#





# UV`Vis$ spectroscopy! data$ was$ acquired$ with$ a$ Cary$ 50$ (Varian)$ UVIVis$
spectrometer.* The* modified* FTO* electrodes* were* placed* in* the* standard*








an# Oxford# Cryostream# 700# low# temperature# device.# Data# collection# was"
performed( at( 100( K(with( the( Apex2( V2012.2I0" program" (Bruker" AXS" 2010),"
and$integrated$with$Pilot$plugIin#from#Apex2#V2012.2I0.#
# Scanning'Electron'microscopy'(SEM)' images'and'EDX'spectra'were'obtained'
with% an% Environmental% Scanning% Electron% Microscope% JEOLIJMS6400'
equipped' with' an' Oxford' Instruments' XIray$ elemental$ analyzer.$ The$ peaks$
corresponding+ to+ K,+ Fe+ and+ Co+were+ integrated.+ Each+ electrode+ surface+was+
analyzed(in(multiple(points(and(the(mean(value(was(calculated(to(determine!
the$stoichiometry.*
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a# ALS# Ag/AgCl# (3.5# M# KCl)# reference# electrode# and# a# Pt# wire# or# mesh# counter#
electrode.# All# potentials# reported# in# this# manuscript# were# converted# to# the# NHE#
reference# scale# using# E(NHE)# =# E(Ag/AgCl)# +# 0.209# V.# Unless# otherwise# stated,# the#
buffer#electrolyte#used#for#bulk#water#electrolysis#was#prepared#at#50#mM#potassium#
phosphate#(KPi),#and#1#M#KNO3#as#electrolyte.#
Bulk( water( electrolysis(was# carried# out#with# stirring# in# a# two−chamber# cell,#with# a#
porous#frit#connecting#both#chambers.#In#one#chamber#we#placed#a#Pt#mesh#counter#
electrode,#and# in# the#other# chamber#a#1# cm#x#1.5# cm#CoHCF#modified#FTO#working#
electrode#and#a#BASi#Ag/AgCl# (KCl#3.5#M)# reference#electrode.#A#solution#of#50#mM#
KPi# (1# M# KNO3)# at# the# desired# pH# was# used# as# electrolyte.# Ohmic# drop# was#
compensated# using# the# positive# feedback# compensation# implemented# in# the#
instrument.# Oxygen( evolution# was# determined# with# an# Ocean# Optics# NeoFOX#
oxygen−sensing#system#equipped#with#a#FOXY#probe#inserted#into#the#head−space#of#
the# anodic# compartment.# The# solution# head−space# was# purged# with# high# purity#
nitrogen# gas# for# 30#minutes#with# vigorous# stirring.#Once# the#nitrogen# gas# stream# is#
stopped,#the#oxygen#fluorescence#signal#was#allowed#to#stabilize.#The#residual#oxygen#
signal#in#the#absence#of#an#applied#potential#was#recorded#for#20#minutes,#although#it#
becomes# constant# after# ~5# minutes.# This# confirms# the# cell# is# gasItight.# Then# the#





(Pfeiffer)# quadrupole# mass# spectrometer# apparatus.# The# solution# head−space# was#
purged#with#high#purity#nitrogen#gas#for#30#minutes#with#vigorous#stirring.#Once#the#
nitrogen# gas# stream# is# stopped,# the# composition# of# the# gas# phase# (O2#m/z=32;# N2#
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this# purpose# a# vial# sealed#with# a# septum#was#degassed#during# 30#minutes,# and# the#
MSIspectrometer#cannula#was#inserted#through#the#septum.##Then,#samples#of#200#μL#
from# the# generated# gas# phase# in# the# anodic# compartment# of# the# bulk# electrolysis#
experiment# headspace# were# taken# with# a# 250# μL# Hamilton# gasItight# syringe# and#
immediately#injected#into#the#vial#through#the#septum.#
Tafel( analysis#were# carried# out# by# obtaining# steady# current# density# data# from#bulk#
water#electrolysis#at#different#applied#potentials.#A#well−stirred#50#mM#KPi#(1#M#KNO3)#
at#the#desired#pH#was#used#as#electrolyte#in#the#same#set−up#than#the#described#for#




4.1.2( Photo−Induced( Water( Oxidation( with( Prussian( Blue( (PB)(
type(WOCs.(
Synthesis*and*Characterization*of*Prussian*Blue*Type*Complexes*
Potassium# hexacyanoferrate# K3[Fe(CN)6]# (Acros# Organics,# 98%),# potassium#
hexacyanocobaltate# K3[Co(CN)6]# (Acros# Organics,# 98%),# potassium#
hexacyanochromate# K3[Cr(CN)6]# (SAFC,# 99,99%),# cobalt# chloride# hexahydrate#
CoCl2.6H2O# (Fluka,# ≥# 98%),# niquel# chloride# hexahydrate# NiCl2.6H2O# (Fluka,# ≥# 98%),#
manganese#chloride#tetrahydrate#MnCl2.4H2O#(SigmaIAldrich,#98%+),#cupper#chloride#




methodology# described# by# Berrettoni# et# al.1# In# a# typical# synthesis,# 100# mL# of# an#
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100#mL#of#an#aqueous#solution#of#0.02#M#of# the# respective#metal#chloride,#at# room#
temperature# # (25# °C# aprox.)# and# stirring# constant.# After# total# addition# of#









# X`! ray$ diffraction:" The" compounds" were" characterized" by" XIray$ powder$
diffraction*with* a* Bruker* D8* Advance* Series* equipped*with* a* VÅNTECI1PSD#
detector' (Figure' 4.30).' Assuming( the( space( group( Fm3m( (a( face( centered(
cubic% structure),% all% the% reflections% can% be% indexed% and% no% additional%
reflections+ were+ observed.+ There+ is+ not+ preferential+ orientation+ in+ the+
polycrystalline-samples;-nevertheless,-the$intensity,$position$and$width$of$the$
reflections+ depend+ of+ the+ transition+ metal+ cation+ occupying+ the+ nitrogenI
coordinated*position*in*the*lattice*(Co,*Cu,*Mn*or*Ni).*The$observed$smaller$2θ!
angle& for& the& MnHCF& compound& corresponds& with& a& bigger& unit& cell" edge,"
related'with'the'bigger'size'of'the'Mn2+!ion.(
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reported' to'be'mostly' related' to' the' release'of' the' coordinated'and' zeolitic(
water&from&the&materials&structure&and&the&decomposition&of&the&ferricyanide&
complex(to(ferrocyanide,(liberating(C2N2.32,33!The$evolution$of$crystal$water$is$
normally( described( at( temperatures( below( 100( °C,( implying( a( weight( loss(






to# the# cyanoIligand' decomposition' (above' 280' °C),$ this$ behavior$ have$ been$
explained)by)a)heatIinduced'charge'transfer'that'allows'the'occurrence'of'an'
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inner% redox% reaction% with% the% formation% of% a% mixed% valence$ Co(II)Co(III)$
ferrocyanide,,with,a,relatively,improved,thermal,stability.32,34#
#
Figure( 4.31.#Differential# thermal# analysis# (DGTA)# of#M3[M’(CN)6].# Left:#M# =# Cu;#Mn#
and#Ni,#M’#=#Fe.#Right:#M#=#Co,#M’#=#Fe;#Co#and#Cr.##
#
# EDX$ microanalysis:" Metal" content" was" analyzed" with" a" Scanning" Electron"
Microscope) (SEM)) JEOLIJMS6400' equipped' an' Oxford' EDX' analyzer' (Oxford'
Instruments)*(Table*4.4).*In*all*the*MHCF*synthesized*materials,*the*obtained*
M/Fe%molar% ratio% is% very% close% to% the% target% one% (1.5),"which" is" expected" to"
promote'the'generation'of'a'lacunary'structure'materials'where'the'[Fe(CN)6]"
vacancies( are( filled( by( water( molecules.35! The$ low$ content$ of$ K$ in$ these$
materials)(K/(M+Fe)))is)also)in)good)agreement)with)this)structural)feature.)In)
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# IR# spectroscopy:" IR" spectra" for" powder" samples" of" the" synthetized"
compounds)were)collected) in) the)3600I400#cm–1! range&with&a&Bruker&Optics&
FTIR%Alpha%spectrometer%equipped%with%a%DTGS%detector,%KBr%beamsplitter%at%
4cm−1!resolution*(Figure*4.33).*The*region*in*the*2000*to*2250*cm–1!shows%the%
characteristic)MII−CN−M’III! (M3[M’(CN)6)! vibrational* mode* between* 2147* and*
2172$cm–1!and$additional(vibrational(bands( in(between(2125(and(2050(cm–1."
These% additional% bands% correspond% to% different% electronic% configurations:%
MIII−CN−M’II"and$MII−CN−M’II.#
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Tris(2,2’Ibipyridyl)dichlororuthenium(II)# hexahydrate# and# sodium# persulfate# were#
purchased# from#TCI# and#Aldrich# respectively.# In# a# typical# experiment,# light−induced#
water#oxidation#was#performed#in#a#20#mL#schlenck#flask.#The#vessel#was#filled#with#a#
solution# with# 1# mM# [Ru(bpy)3]2+,# 5# mM# Na2S2O8# and# 10# mg# of# catalyst.# The# final#
reaction#volume#was#12.5#mL#of#40#mM#potassium#phosphate#buffer#(KaPi),#initial#pH#
=# 7.# The# reaction# vessel# was# then# sealed#with# a# septum# that# incorporates# the# O2–
sensor# probe# (Ocean#Optics#NeoFOX#oxygen−sensing# system#equipped#with# a# FOXY#
probe),# carefully# deairated# with# nitrogen# and# vigorously# stirred# to# equilibrate# O2#
concentration# in# liquid# and# gas# phase.# All# procedures# were# performed# with# a#
minimum#exposure#to#ambient#light.#The#reaction#was#initiated#by#turning#on#the#blue#
LED# (Wavelength# at# peak# emission# =# 465# nm;# OSRAM# Opto# Semiconductors)# and#
vigorously#stirred#to#equilibrate#O2#concentration#in#liquid#and#gas#phase.#The#kinetics#
of#oxygen#formation#was#followed#continuously#in#the#headspace#with#the#O2–sensor#
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##!!2 = ! %!! !!! 100 # (Eq.#3.14)#
Where#nO2## =# number#of# oxygen#moles;#%O2# is# given#by# the#oxygen−sensing# system#
and#nN2#=#number#of#moles#of#nitrogen#(calculated#using#the#Ideal#gas#law#(Eq.#3.15):#
##!" = !!!!"# (Eq.#3.15)#
Where#P#=#1atm;#V#=#gasIspace#volume;#nN2#=#number#of#N2#moles;#R#(gas#constant)#=#
0.083#atmL/molK#and#T#=#298#K.#
The#Turnover( frequency# (TOF,# s−1)#was# calculated# by# plotting#nO2#vs.# time;# the# very#
beginning#of#the#O2#evolution#follows#a#linear#fit,#from#the#slope#(nO2#/#time)#the#TOF#
can#be#extracted#following#equations#3.17I3.17:#
##!"# = !!!! !!"## (Eq.#3.16)#
##!"# = !!"# ! = ! !"#$% !!"## (Eq.#3.16)#
Where#TON#=#turnover#number;#nO2##=#number#of#oxygen#moles#and#ncat#is#the#number#
of#moles#of#catalyst.!!
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The# beginning# of#my# studies# coincided#with# an# incremented# interest# in# the#
search#for#new#alternatives#of#classic#molecular#water#oxidation#catalysts.#Moreover,#
the#discovery#that#some#molecular#WOCs#decompose#into#catalytically#metallic#oxides#




investigate# complexes# that# posses# the# requirements# for# a# viable# WOC:# stability,#
multiple#and#accessible#oxidation#states#and#low#cost#elements.#
#
Among# molecular# homogeneous# WOCs,# ruthenium# complexes# are# of# high#
importance,# but# they# are# usually# based#on#organic# ligands,#which# are# vulnerable# to#
oxidative#degradation.#These#WOCs#are#easily#and#rapidly#deactivated.#We#found,#and#
it#was#descripted#in#Chapter#2,#the#catalytic#activity#of#a#RuCRu#bonded#complex#that#is#






our#catalyst# is#one#of# the# fastest# reported#among#RuCWOCs.#We#performed#stability#
tests# in# order# to# rule# out# the# possibility# of# decomposition# into# catalytically# active#
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Numerous# directions# could# conceivably# be# investigated;# increasing# MCM# bond#
stability# could#be#achieved#by#using#other#bridging# ligands#and# /#or#other# transition#
metals.#Preferably,#we#will# focus#on#EarthCabundant#metals#and# inorganic# ligands#as#
phosphate.# # The# stability# and# redox# activity# of#MCM# bond# complexes# can# be# easily#
adjusted#by#modifications#of# the#bridging# ligands#and,# therefore#great#opportunities#
to#reach#technological#needs#are#expected#for#this#new#family#of#WOCs.#
In# terms# of# new# directions,# another# possibility# to# improve# the# stability# of# these#
species# would# be# the# implementation# on# surface# electrodes.#MCM# bonded# catalyst#
could# be# supported# in# polymer# membranes,# such# as# Nafion# by# electrostatic#
interactions# or# adsorbed# on# a# heterogeneous# matrix,# such# as# clays# or# attached# to#
electrode# surfaces.# To# demonstrate# water# oxidation# in# such# heterogeneous#media,#
chemical# or# electrochemical#water# oxidation#will# be#used.# This# strategy#will# play# an#
important#role#in#the#development#of#water#splitting#devices.#







PolyoxometalateCbased# WOCs# is# currently# one# of# the# most# controversial# research#
areas#in#water#oxidation#catalysis.#Since#the#publication#in#2010#of#the#homogeneous#
catalytic# activity# of# the# first# carbonCfree# and# earth# abundant# WOC,#
[Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]10C##(Co4)11,# the#number#of# papers# questioning# the#nature#of# the#
true#catalyst#continue#increasing.#We#have#experienced#the#general#distrust#towards#
new# molecular# cobaltCbased# WOCs.# In# Chapter# 3# it# has# been# discussed# the#
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homogeneous# catalytic# activity# of# a# new# CoCbased# WOC# from# POM# chemistry:#
[Co9(H2O)6(OH)3(HPO4)2(PW9O34)3]16−# Co9.# We# demonstrated# that# in# electrochemical#
conditions#Co9,#as#reported#for#Co46,#(decomposes#forming#a#cobalt#oxide#film#on#the#
electrode.# The# origin# of# the# CoOx# species# is# not# decomposition# of# the# supporting#
ligand#but# the# solution#equilibria# that# liberate# traces#of# free#Co2+# ions#as#precursors#
for#the#oxide.#Indeed,#the#use#of#chelating#agents#able#to#trap#free#Co2+#ions#precludes#








leading# to# concerns# that# the# oxygen# produced# was# result# of# hypochlorite#
disproportionation#rather#than#water#oxidation.13#To#solve#this# issue#we#designed#an#






results# we# observed# a# good# performance# and# possibility# of# catalyst# recovery.#
Additional# studies# regarding# the# stability# of# Co9( in# a# photoCdriven# water# oxidation#
system#is#currently#topic#of#research#collaboration.#
#
Regarding# future# perspectives,# our# group# has# already# demonstrate# that#
homogeneous#molecular#WOCs# from#POM#chemistry#are#also#active#catalysts# in# the#
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promote# heterogeneous# catalytic# water# electrolysis# at# wide# pH# range,# high# activity#
was#found#in#acidic#media#(pH#≤#1)#where#metal#oxides#are#unstable.#Moreover,#our#
group#collaborates#with#the#research#group#of#Prof.#J.#M.#Poblet#(Universitat#Rovira#i#
Virgili,# Tarragona)# performing# DFT# calculations# to# model# the# electronic# structure#
POMs#in#order#to#obtain#some#insight#into#mechanisms#and#into#the#most#important#
features#needed#for#performance#optimization.#
All# the#efforts#of#our# group#will# be#addressed#on#heterogeneously# supported#POMs#
for#water#oxidation,#which#provides# improved#stability,#easy#recovery#of#the#catalyst#
and# broader# reaction# conditions.# This# will# lead# to# the# construction# of# an# artificial#
photosynthetic# system# comprising# a# dyeCsensitized# solar# cell# connected# to# a#HCtype#
electrochemical# cell.# After# irradiation,# the# voltage# produced#will# oxidize# water# into#
molecular# oxygen# and# hydrogen# ions# in# the# POMCmodified# anode,# while# hydrogen#
ions#and#electrons#will#be#combined#in#the#cathode#to#produce#hydrogen.#
#
Heterogeneous# catalysts# have# the# advantage# of# higher# stability# and# easier#
implementation# in# devices.# However,# they# are# usually# slow# since# only# part# of# the#
surface# is# active.#Most# heterogeneous#WOCs# reported# to# date# are# transition#metal#
oxides.# In# Chapter# 4# it# has# been# discussed# the# catalytic# activity# of# a# new# class# of#
heterogeneous#WOCs:#Prussian#blue#(PB)#type#polymers.#With#respect#to#other#solidC
state#materials# currently#being#used,# PB# type# compounds#present# some#advantages#
including# porosity# (larger# active# surface# area)# and# chemical# versatility# to# tune# the#
redox# properties.# We# characterize# the# catalytic# activity# of# cobalt# hexacyanoferrate#
(CoHCF)#modified#electrodes#for#water#oxidation,#this#catalyst# is# formed#from#earthC
abundant#materials#and#it# is#stable#under#turnover#conditions.#CoHCF#oxidizes#water#
when# a# reasonable# overpotential# is# applied# and# it# is# fast# enough# to# compete# with#
state−of−the−art#cobalt#oxides,#as#well#as#being#transparent,#low#density#and#stable#at#
neutral#pH#and# room#temperature.#Moreover,#as#a# cobaltCcontaining#WOC,#we# fully#
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Prussian# blue# complexes# are# suitable# for# water# oxidation.# Our# group# will# work# in#
electrochemical# or# photoelectrochemical# water# oxidation# systems# containing# these#
new#type#of#WOCs.#Deposition#of# these#compounds# in#other# substrates# than#FTO# is#
currently#under#investigation,#specially#into#amorphous#carbon#and#TiO2.#
This# promising# new# class# of#WOCs# is# an# attractive# are# of# investigation# for# artificial#
photosynthesis#applications.##
#
In# general,# all# water# oxidation# catalysts# presented# in# this# thesis# are# significantly# a#
breakthrough# in# the# research# area.# From# new# applications# of# MCM# bonded# and#
cyanide#complexes#to#new#perspectives#in#POMCbased#WOCs.#
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The& equilibrium& for& an& electrode& reaction& is& characterized& by& the& Nernst& equation,& which&
relates&the&electrode&potential&to&the&bulk&concentrations&of&the&components:&
&









The& equilibrium& mentioned& above& is& dynamic.& Although& no& net& current& flows& across& the&
electrodes,&both&reduction&and&oxidation&takes&place&at&equal&rate,&so&that&the&composition&of&
the&electrolyte&does&not&change.&The&exchange(current&density,&j0&is&defined&as&dynamic&flow&of&
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by& electrical& charge& transfer& at& the& electrode& (and& not& by& the&mass& transfer& to& or& from& the&

















In& the& same& way,& at& negative& overpotentials,& cathodic& current& density& is& much& higher& than&
anodic&and&the&anodic&current&density&becomes&negligible:&
&








! = 2.303!"!"# !
(Eq.&AI.7)&
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While& j0!& is& a&useful& parameter& for& comparing&different& catalysts,& an&electrode&material&must&
possess&a&high& j0& & in&addition&to&a&low&Tafel&slope&(that&means&high& j&at& low&overpotentials)& in&
order& to& be& useful& at& the& operational& current& densities& required& for& a& given& energy& storage&





The&Tafel& slope,&b& (mV&decade]1)& is&an& important&experimental&parameter&commonly&used& to&
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Considering! that! only! the! absorbed! species! on! the! electrode! surface! are! electroactive,! the!

































! = −!"# !!!(!)!" "
(Eq.!AII.4)!
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